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1 Executive Summary
The aim of DESTination RAIL is to provide solutions for a number of problems faced by EU
rail infrastructure managers. At present Infrastructure Managers make safety critical
investment decisions based on poor data and an overreliance on visual assessment. As a
consequence their estimates of risk are therefore highly questionable and large-scale
failures are happening with increasingly regularity. As the European rail Infrastructure
network ages, investment becomes more challenging. As a result reliability and safety are
reduced, users’ perception of these is negative and the policy move to increased use of rail
transport is unsuccessful. The objective of this project (safer, reliable and efficient rail
infrastructure) will be achieved through a holistic management tool based on the FACT
(Find, Analyse, Classify, Treat) principle.
This deliverable details the results of Task 2.3 of the project – Assessment of structures. An
SHM strategy was devised for the bridge on the basis of an FE model, deterministic
assessment and probabilistic assessment. The SHM data has been used to inform a much
more accurate ULS probabilistic assessment, which indicated higher levels of safety that that
which was calculated previously. The effect of deterioration on the reliability was
probabilistically modelled in accordance with DESTination Rail Deliverable 2.1. A
probabilistic Fatigue assessment has also been exemplified based on both measurement
and model-based assessment. A novel modal-based approach for damage detection in
Bridges has been introduced with the monitoring data. Finally, advanced soil-structure
interaction techniques have been developed an are discussed in the final section of this
report.
Each task from the DESTination Rail grant agreement has been achieved with one minor
exception. Data from a demonstration project at the Boyne Valley bridge on the Irish Rail
Network was originally intended to be used to calibrate the soil structure interaction
methodology. This has turned out not to be possible, as the bridge in question is actually
founded on rock, thus there is no soil-structure interaction specifically. Thus, the soil
structure interaction methodology developed in this Deliverable was calibrated by
correlations to Cone Penetration Test (CPT) data from another site.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Background
The aim of DESTination RAIL is to provide solutions for a number of problems faced by EU
rail infrastructure managers. The objective of this project (safer, reliable and efficient rail
infrastructure) will be achieved through a holistic management tool based on the FACT
(Find, Analyse, Classify, Treat) principle.
This deliverable is part of the Analyse work package and details Task 2.2 of the project –
Assessment of structures. A case-study bridge, the Boyne viaduct located in Drogheda,
County Louth, Ireland, will be used to exemplify the algorithms developed in application of
the algorithms developed in Tasks 2.1 and 2.2 of the project.

2.2 The Boyne Viaduct
The Boyne viaduct, as it exists today, was constructed in the early 1930s and consists of
fifteen semi-circular masonry arch spans and three simply supported steel-girder spans. This
assessment only considered the central steel-girder span. Figure 1 shows a view of the steel
superstructure of the Boyne viaduct.

Figure 1 – Aerial view of the Boyne Viaduct superstructure
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The central span is approximately 81m and consists of a truss with 10 bays. The top chord
has a curved profile and the maximum distance from the bottom chord to the top chord is
approximately 10.6m. The bridge is supported on 4 bearings at each end. The ballasted
track is supported on timber sleepers which transfer the load through a steel deck plate to
the two main longitudinal ‘rail bearer’ beams. The rail bearers span between cross beams
which are located every 8.1m at the nodes of the bottom chord of the truss. Bracing is
provided at the top of the structure as shown in Figure 1.
At the beginning of the DESTination Rail project, scaffolding was in place throughout the
structure (Figure 2), including beneath the deck, allowing safe access to the structure. This
was put in place in order to perform patch repairs and painting. The majority of the patch
repairs were done to the end-spans. It is for this reason that only the central span was
analysed.

Figure 2 – Scaffolding on the Boyne Viaduct

Although the structure was deemed to be in good condition, there was some evidence of
corrosion to the structure, as shown in Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3 – Localised corrosion (a) and heavy pitting (b) on the Boyne Viaduct
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3 Structural Health Monitoring
3.1 Finite Element Model
A Finite Element (FE) model of the bridge was developed and is illustrated in Figure 4. The
axis convention shown will be used throughout this report. The MIDAS Civil Finite Element
programme was used. The bridge was modelled using linear-elastic beam elements, with full
fixity at node points. The construction drawings of the bridge were used to calculate cross
section properties and a steel grade of S235 was assumed throughout. The steel deck plate
was modelled with plate elements. The rail bearers span between transverse cross beams
which connect to the node points of the truss. Railway live loading was applied directly to the
plate elements above the rail bearers. Sliding bearings were used at the north (Belfast) end
of the structure.

Z
Y

X

Figure 4 – Boyne Viaduct Finite Element model

Lacers exist on many of the bridge members. These are shown in Figure 5. The effect of
including these lacers on the response of the bridge was assessed by accurately modelling
them with axial members for 3 central truss hangers. It was shown that modelling the lacers
in this way did not have a significant effect on the global
response of the structure and as such, they were omitted.
Figure 6 shows the FE model with the sections animated
and dimensions in place. The bracing has been removed
from the figure for clarity. The track was not included on
this model and the railway loading was applied directly to
the deck surface. It can be seen in Figure 4 that the rail
bearers are connected at the level of the plate, while the
cross girders are fixed to props connected to the truss
below the level of the deck. This was done in order to
accurately model the connection between the cross girders
and the truss. The rail bearer section property then
includes for this offset, and the riveted connection between
the cross girders and the rail bearers is modelled with rigid
links.
Figure 5 –Lacers on vertical hangers
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Figure 6 – Animated FE model of the Boyne Viaduct

3.2 Ultimate Limit State Assessment
3.2.1

Deterministic Assessment

As recommended in DESTination Rail deliverable 2.1, the structure was deterministically
assessed prior to carrying out a probabilistic assessment in order to identify potentially
critical locations. The assessment was carried out in accordance with BD 21/01 of the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). The assessment was carried out at ULS
only, as Serviceability Limit State (SLS) assessment is not required for structures built before
1965 in accordance with BD21/01. The FE model was used to calculate the axial, shear and
bending moment forces in each element due to the load combination given by equation 1.
𝐿𝐸 = 1.05𝐷𝐿 + 1.2𝑆𝐷𝐿 + 1.5𝐿𝐿 + 1.5𝑆𝐿𝐿

(1)

Where 𝐷𝐿 is the Dead load of the steel structure, 𝑆𝐷𝐿 is the superimposed dead load
consisting of the ballast and track, 𝐿𝐿 is the live load consisting of type RU loading from BD
37/01 (see Figure 7) and SLL is the secondary live load effects of traction and braking. Type
RU loading is considered to be appropriate here as the bridge carries locomotives on a
regular basis. Traction and braking forces were calculated in accordance with BD 37/01. The
dead load was calculated by applying self-weight to all elements in the FE model. The
superimposed dead load was calculated by assigning a distributed load of 5kN/m2 to the
deck plate to account for the ballast and an additional line load of 1.6kN/m to each rail
bearer to account for the rails and sleepers. The ballast load was calculated using a density
of 5kN/m2, in accordance with the Eurocode, and a depth of 0.25m. The 𝑆𝐷𝐿 loads listed
were taken from Annex A of IS EN 1991-1-1. Each load effect was also multiplied by a factor
of 𝛾𝑓3 = 1.1 in accordance with BD 21/01. The yield strength of the steel was taken as
230N/mm2 in accordance with section 4.3 of BD 21/01 for steel produced before 1955. This
was divided by the material factor 𝛾𝑚 = 1.05.
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Figure 7 –Type RU loading
Dynamic Amplification Factors (DAFs) were also applied separately for each member for
moment, shear and axial force in accordance with BD 37/01. The DAF for axial force was
taken to be equal to that of moment. The formulae used to calculate the deterministic DAFs
are given in equation 2, where no elements were less than 3.6m or greater than 67m.
2.16
0.73
+
𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐿0.5 − 0.2
{
1.44
𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟
0.82 + 0.5
𝐿 − 0.2

(2)

The dynamic factors for the cross beams were calculated as 1.247 and 1.165 for moment
and shear, respectively. The corresponding figures for the rail bearers were 1.42 and 1.28.
All other dynamic amplification factors were calculated equal to unity. The full list of results of
the assessment is given in Appendix A. The results for some of the main elements are listed
in Table 1. The results are shown in terms of the additional percentage of the capacity
available. The load effects considered for each member included axial tension (T), axial
compression (C), yielding (Y), combined tension and bending (TB), combined compression
and bending (CB) and shear (S). In general, the results are only shown for the most severe
load effect.
Table 1. Results of deterministic assessment for main elements
Member

Tension/Compression

Load Effect

Additional Capacity

Cross beam

Tension

Y

21%

Rail bearer

Tension

Y

-6%

Rail bearer

Tension

S

18%

Truss bottom chord

Tension

Y

56%

Truss top chord

Compression

CB

19%

Truss Diagonal

Tension

Y

3%

Truss X-Diagonal

Compression

CB

46%

Truss Vertical

Compression

CB

13%
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It is clear that the only critical load case is that of yielding of the rail bearer. The maximum
stress occurred at the bottom flange of the rail bearer in the 5th bay at the centre of its span.
Therefore, a probability based analysis was performed at this location to better assess if the
member was structurally safe. It should be noted that the results above are based on the
assumption that no corrosion has taken place on the structure.
3.2.2

Probabilistic Assessment

In order to carry out a probabilistic assessment of the Boyne viaduct, influence lines for the
critical section of the rail bearers were exported to Matlab where live loading could be
applied stochastically. Influence lines for stress were again considered as yielding was the
critical load effect. Unfortunately, little information on the live loading was available at the
time of assessment. Therefore, it was not possible to implement live load modelling. Instead,
the live load considered was the 98% fractile value of RU loading from BD 37/01. A Gumbel
distribution was assumed to model the live load, based on previous research (O’ Connor et
al. 2009). The coefficient of variation (CoV) was chosen as 0.2. This resulted in a mean
value of 0.66 times the magnitude of the original RU load model. Care should be taken when
selecting these parameters, considering the large effect of live loading on the reliability
index. The mean value calculated is considered to be appropriate, considering that the RU
load model is meant to represent freight trains, while the bridge in question mainly serves
passenger traffic.
In order to stochastically model the DAF, the deterministic dynamic increment ε (𝐷𝐴𝐹 = 1 +
𝜀) was taken as the 98% fractile value of the distribution after work by O’Connor (2009). The
deterministic increment for moment (and axial force) of 0.42 represents the 98% fractile
value of a normal distribution with a mean and standard deviation of 0.138. The distribution
for yield strength was taken from Larsson & Lagerqvist (2009). Results were obtained from
tests carried out on 92 samples from 12 Swedish bridges from the period between 1919 and
1940. A lognormal distribution was deemed to be appropriate with a mean of 297 N/mm2
and a standard deviation of 32 N/mm2. The contribution of traction and braking forces was
applied deterministically. It should be noted that this stochastic-deterministic combination is
only possible as the contribution of the deterministically calculated stresses is small in
relation to the total stresses. The properties of the distributions of all other variables were
taken from the guidelines of DESTination Rail deliverable 2.1, and are summarized in Table
2.
In accordance with DRD (2004), the model uncertainty for live load is introduced into the
computation by multiplying the live load distribution by a normally distributed variable with a
mean value of 1.0. The CoV is taken as 0.15, corresponding to a normal level of uncertainty,
due to the lack of certainty associated with the fleet of trains crossing the bridge. The model
uncertainty for dead load is introduced into the computation by addition of a normally
distributed variable to the dead load distribution with a mean value of 0.0. The CoV is taken
as 5% of the mean dead load. The corresponding uncertainty for SDL is fixed at 10%.
Finally, the uncertainty associated with the yield strength is modelled as a lognormal
distributed variable with a mean of 1.0. In determining the CoV for the model uncertainty for
capacity, the following was assumed:
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Normal uncertainty in the accuracy of the computation model. Although the model
was built in line with best practice in the current state of the art in FE modelling, the
model was not calibrated based on measurement.
Medium uncertainty in determining material parameters, as this is assumed in the
determination of yield stress.
Normal uncertainty in the identity of materials, as the materials were assigned on the
basis of the project material and there was no reason to doubt that the bridge in
question was not built in accordance with the project material.

Table 2. Models and parameters for stochastic variables
Variable

Distribution

Mean

CoV

Yield Strength

Lognormal

297 MPa

0.11

Model Uncertainty for Yield Strength

Lognormal

1.0

0.10

Dead Load Stress

Normal

17.1 MPa

0.05

Model Uncertainty for Dead Load Stress

Normal

1.0

0.05

SDL Stress

Normal

13 MPa

0.10

Model Uncertainty for SDL stress

Normal

1.0

0.05

Fraction of RU loading

Gumbel

0.66

0.20

Model Uncertainty for Live Load

Normal

1.0

0.15

ε Increment

Normal

0.14

1.00

A First Order Reliability Method (FORM) (Choi et al. 2007) analysis was used to estimate the
reliability index, β, of the performance function represented as:
𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑅 − 𝑆

(3)

where 𝑅 is the resistance and 𝑆 is the load effect. The distributions of the resistance and
load effect were found through 100,000 runs of the static analysis, with parameters varying
about mean values with CoVs as presented in Table 2. The probability of failure is then:
𝑃𝑓 = 𝑃[𝑔(𝑥) < 0]

(4)

where the notation [𝑔(𝑥) < 0] denotes the failure region. For this analysis, the Hasofer-Lind
method was used to estimate β (Choi et al. 2007). The Hasofer-Lind method involves
transforming the random variables from their original space to standard normal space and
finding the shortest distance from the origin to the limit state function. In standard normalized
space, the shortest distance from the origin to the failure surface is equal to the reliability
index:
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𝛽=

𝜇𝑅 + 𝜇𝑆

(5)

√𝜎𝑅2 + 𝜎𝑆2
Where 𝜇𝑅 and 𝜇𝑆 are the mean values of the random variables 𝑅 and 𝑆, respectively and 𝜎𝑅
and 𝜎𝑆 are the standard deviations of 𝑅 and 𝑆, respectively
A requirement of FORM is that the variables in equation 10 are normal and independent.
Given the non-normal nature of the load effect and resistance variables in this case, the
Rackwitz Fiessler method (Choi et al. 2007) is used, which involves the transformation of
non-normal distributions into equivalent normal distributions. Figure 8 shows the load and
resistance distributions along with the equivalent transformed normals.

Figure 8 – Actual and Equivalent normal Load and Resistance distributions
The algorithm converged at a β value of 4.196 for the critical section of the rail bearer. This
was also verified with Monte Carlo Simulation. A number of publications give recommended
target reliability indices for various scenarios, as referenced in DESTination Rail deliverable
2.1. The targets specified under JCSS (2001) are considered to be the most appropriate for
the current scenario and as such are referenced here (see Table 3). JCSS (2001)
recommends that for main bridges, the consequences of failure should be taken as Large. It
is also suggested that the relative cost of safety measures should be considered high for
existing structures. These measures also seem appropriate considering the onerous site
constraints at the Boyne Viaduct. For this reason, a target reliability index of 3.7 is
recommended. It is clear that the computed value of 4.196 would suggest that the bridge has
passed a reliability-based assessment. This result shows the merit of the probability based
assessment procedure. Even with very little bridge-specific information and relatively high
uncertainties, the structure has been shown to be sufficiently safe prior to having failed a
deterministic assessment.
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Table 3. JCSS (2001) - Tentative target reliability indices β related to one year
reference period and ultimate limit state
Relative costs of
safety measures

Consequences of failure
Minor

Moderate

Large

Large

3.1

3.3

3.7

Normal

3.7

4.2

4.4

Small

4.2

4.4

4.7

A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the assessment variables and the results are shown
in Figure 9. When reading this graph it should be noted that RU_mean represents the
fraction of RU loading applied, while RU_sig represents the associated standard deviation.

Fy_mean
Fy_sig
Unc_Fy_sig
Unc_Live_sig
DL_mean
DL_sig
SDL_mean
SDL_sig
RU_mean
RU_sig
DAF_mean
DAF_sig
-1

-0.5

0
/parameter

0.5

1

Figure 9 – δβ for a 10% increase in the mean and variation coefficient of each
parameter
It is clear that the mean value of the yield strength and the live load are the most important
variables. Therefore, the assessment would benefit from site-specific analysis to update
these variables. Additionally, the uncertainty and standard deviation associated with the yield
strength (Unc_Fy_sig & Unc_Live_sig, respectively) are prevalent variables in the analysis.
Site specific instrumentation and testing would also reduce these uncertainties. It should
also be noted that the standard deviation and model uncertainty associated with dead load
and superimposed dead load (DL_sig & SDL_sig, respectively) have a very small effect on
the reliability index. This implies that these variables could be considered deterministically,
without significantly changing the reliability index. In the following section, the SHM strategy
which was devised for the structure will be summarised. Crucially, the subsequent chapters
will exemplify how the data was used to optimise the performance of the structure in terms of
safety.
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3.3 Instrumentation and Data Collection
Within the DESTination Rail milestone 2.2 report, a full description of the basis for the SHM
system installed on the Boyne viaduct was given. This section will only summarise the
strategy and data collected. A total of four strain gauges and 3 accelerometers were installed
on the bridge. Rosette strain gauges and triaxial accelerometers were used. The use of
rosette strain gauges was critical to allow the calculation of principal stresses, which could
be compared to the Navier stress output from the FE model. Figure 10 shows the overall
layout of all sensors. A weather station was also placed at the top of the structure in order to
provide wind-speed measurements on site.

Figure 10 - General layout of sensor locations on the bridge (a) and plan-view at deck
level (b)
Figure 11 shows two of the accelerometers installed on the structure while Figure 12 shows
two of the rosette strain gauges. Battery power to the system was replaced at approximately
6 day intervals. A 24 channel data logger recorded the data when the system was triggered
by a spike in strain measurement. It should be noted that the only filtering / processing of the
data provided prior to analysis was an anti-aliasing filter.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11 – Photograph showing accelerometer A1 (a) and A3 (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 12 – Photograph showing strain gauge S3 (a) to S4 (b)
3.3.1

Data Validation

The strain gauge data was validated by plotting the principal stress for each event at each
location. It was concluded that excellent strain data was recorded. This process also
identified the events which were triggered by passage of a train, as opposed to wind. Figure
13 gives sample plots for two train events. The higher stress present in Figure 13 (b) is due
to the presence of a locomotive, which has heavier axle loads than passenger carriages.

Figure 13 – Principal stress response at each monitored location due to a DMU train,
with no locomotive (a), and the enterprise service, with a locomotive (b)
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The accelerometer data was validated by plotting the acceleration in each direction, for each
accelerometer and each recorded event. The data recorded was again determined to be
very good. Figure 14 shows the vertical acceleration response for sensors A1 and A3, while
Figure 15 shows the response of accelerometer A2 in each direction. It is clear from Figure
15 that the longitudinal acceleration of the truss is less severe than in the transverse
direction.

Figure 14 – Vertical acceleration response at centre and 1/3 span

Figure 15 – acceleration in 3 directions for accelerometer A3
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The system was removed on the 18th of January 2016. Table 4 gives a summary of the data
collected, including the number of events per day as well as the number of train events. The
next chapter will exemplify how the data was used to optimise the performance of the
structure in terms of safety.

Table 4 – Data summary by date
Day

Date

No. Events

No. train Events

Thur
Fri
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Tue
Wed
Tue
Wed
Thur
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Tue
Wed
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thur
Fri
Sat
Tue
Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon

22-Oct-2015
23-Oct-2015
28-Oct-2015
29-Oct-2015
06-Nov-2015
07-Nov-2015
10-Nov-2015
11-Nov-2015
12-Nov-2015
13-Nov-2015
14-Nov-2015
15-Nov-2015
01-Dec-2015
02-Dec-2015
08-Dec-2015
09-Dec-2015
10-Dec-2015
14-Dec-2015
15-Dec-2015
16-Dec-2015
17-Dec-2015
18-Dec-2015
22-Dec-2015
23-Dec-2015
04-Jan-2016
05-Jan-2016
06-Jan-2016
07-Jan-2016
08-Jan-2016
09-Jan-2016
12-Jan-2016
14-Jan-2016
15-Jan-2016
16-Jan-2016
17-Jan-2016
18-Jan-2016

22
33
2
13
29
2
1
19
30
37
32
35
2
27
20
43
1
15
57
23
37
29
24
37
20
21
23
31
38
25
18
21
19
29
17
11

16
13
0
9
24
2
1
19
30
37
32
17
2
27
19
24
1
3
33
23
36
29
24
36
19
21
23
30
37
24
15
21
19
29
17
12

843

724

Sum -->
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4 Application of Measurement to ULS Assessment
4.1 Finite Element Calibration
4.1.1

Train loading

Two main types of train configuration are present at the site, both of which carry passenger
traffic only (no freight). The first is a standard DMU carriage train with each carriage having
the configuration and weights shown in Figure 16. The train may have 2-8 carriages.

Figure 16 – Configuration of DMU carriages
The second type of train at the site is the Enterprise service, which has carriages broadly
similar to that of the DMU trains, but has a class 201 locomotive at the front. The
configuration of the class 201 locomotive is shown in Figure 17. A wagon spacing (bumperto-bumper) of 0.5 m was used throughout.

Figure 17 – Configuration of locomotive class 201

4.1.2

Signal comparison

In order to generate stress signals from the FE model, influence lines for the sensor
locations were exported to Matlab where code was developed to run specific axle loading
configurations across them to generate the load effects. The influence lines extracted were
related to the Navier stress combination given by:
𝑖𝜎𝑡 =

𝑖𝑚𝑥 𝑦 𝑖𝑚𝑦 𝑥 𝑖𝑝𝑧
+
+
𝐼𝑥
𝐼𝑦
𝐴

(6)

Where iσt are the influence line ordinates for total stress, imx & imy are the influence line
ordinates for bending in each direction, ipz are the influence line ordinates for axial force, y &
x are the distances to the maximum point of stress in the member, Ix & Iy are the moments
of inertia about each axis of bending and A is the cross sectional area. The stress
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considered to be comparable to the Navier stress from the model is the principal stress from
the rosette strain gauges, calculated using equation 7.
𝜎𝑃 =

𝐸 𝜀1 + 𝜀2
1
√(𝜀1 − 𝜀2 )2 + (𝜀2 − 𝜀3 )2 )
(
±
2 1−𝜈
1+𝜈

(7)

Where 𝐸 is the Young’s Modulus, 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio and 𝜀𝑖 is the strain reading on
strain gauge 𝑖 of the rosette. A critical input to the signal generation in Matlab is the speed of
the train, which was not measured on-site. The speed of the train can be inferred from the
signal itself given the knowledge of the carriage axle spacing. The speed of each train was
calculated by dividing the spacing between each group of axles by the time increment
between the peaks from the measured signal. The average speed on-site was found to be
around 30 km/hr. This low value is to be expected, considering speed restrictions in-place
across the viaduct. Trains were found to be accelerating as they moved north, and
decelerating as they moved south. This is due to the location of a station on the south side of
the bridge. This speed variation was taken into account when comparing the signals. Figure
18 shows a comparison of the stress signals at the bottom flange of the rail bearer due to the
passage of a DMU train. While the signal shape is very similar, it is clear that the magnitude
of stress from the FE model is 50% higher than that of the strain gauge.

Figure 18 – Stress response due to passage of DMU train
While it may be argued that the axle weights shown in Figure 16 may vary depending on
passenger traffic, this would not explain the level of the discrepancy in as the axle weights of
a full carriage would be expected to be only 1 tonne greater than that of an empty carriage.
Figure 19 shows the stress comparison due to the passage of a train from the Enterprise
service. It is clear that for both train types, there is a discrepancy in magnitude of stress of
50%. In addition, the FE model generated sharper peaks than the measurement. This is
most likely due to the ballast, which was not considered in the FE model. The results of
comparison at the bottom flange of the cross beam showed the same result.
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Figure 19 – Stress response due to passage of Enterprise train

4.1.3

FE model adjustment

The truss bearings on the Boyne viaduct were articulated to allow translation in the
longitudinal direction, as well as rotation at the bearings. This was verified with construction
drawings and on site investigation. However, the bearings for the rail bearers could not be
accessed on site. Therefore, the boundaries in the FE model were replaced with spring
supports in order to restrict a portion of the main axis-bending. This was found to give a
much better comparison between the measured and generated signals from the FE model.
In addition, the rail bearers are tapered at the supports. This was modelled at the support in
the FE model, as shown in Figure 20.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20 – Photgraph (a) and FE modelling (b) of rail bearer bearing

In addition, the sharp peaks identified in the model response were removed by modelling the
track more accurately, linking the rails and sleepers to the rail bearers with springs to model
the effect of load distribution through the ballast. A vertical spring stiffness of 2.5MN/m was
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used to model the ballast. Finally, the model was refined by paying closer attention to
eccentricities, beam end releases and reducing the mesh size for the deck plate, allowing a
better model for composite action.

Deck pla
mesh re

Springs
model

Eccent
Figure 21 – Adustment of FE model

Figure 22 shows a comparison of stress in the rail bearer for the same train as Figure 19 for
the adjusted FE model. Figure 23 shows the same comparison at the cross beam. It is clear
that both models show high correlation in response to that of the measurement. The average
error in the peaks is 9.4% in Figure 22 and 2.0% in Figure 23. It was important to match the
response at both locations in order to provide confidence that the response is similar
throughout the structure. The remaining discrepancy between model and measurement may
be attributed to discrepancies in the train weights and strain gauge error.
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Figure 22. Stress response at rail bearer for Enterprise train (adjusted model)

Figure 23. Stress response at cross girder for Enterprise train (adjusted model)
The measurement has shown the structure to be more stiff (i.e. lower levels of stress) than
was previously assumed. This will clearly increase the reliability index for the structure. In
addition, the use of a calibrated model will allow a lower level of model uncertainty to be
used. This will be quantified in section 4.3.

4.2 Calculation of Dynamic Allowance
It was mentioned in section 3.2.2 that a normal distribution was assumed for the dynamic
increment ε (𝐷𝐴𝐹 − 1). The assumption of a normal distribution was taken from the DRD
guidelines. The DRD guideline also gives guidelines on the parameters of the normal
distribution. However, these were not applied in section 3.2.2 as they are applicable for road
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bridges only. The use of a distribution with a CoV of 1.0 (based on DRD guidelines), which
has a 98% fractile value equal to the deterministic dynamic increment, was based on
O’Connor et al. (2009), and is considered to give a model closer to that of railway traffic.
However, the applicability of this distribution will be investigated in this section, based on the
measurement results. In addition, an Assessment Dynamic Ratio (ADR) will be calculated for
the structure which can be applied in a probabilistic assessment.
In order to account for dynamics in bridge design and assessment, a Dynamic Amplification
Factor (DAF) is typically applied to static loading. This is defined as the total (static +
dynamic) load effect, 𝐿𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , to the static load effect, 𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 , for a particular event.
𝐷𝐴𝐹 =

𝐿𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

(8)

Previous research has shown that the DAFs defined in most codes are appropriate for lower
levels of loading, such as single event crossings with light trucks on road bridges (SAMARIS,
2006). However, for heavier loads, measured DAFs have been shown to be significantly
lower (SAMARIS, 2006). One possible reason for this is the speed reduction associated with
heavy vehicles, which reduces dynamic amplification as noted by Frýba (1972). The
formulation of DAF in Equation 1 also fails to account for the probability of maximum static
and total load effects occurring for separate events. In order to alleviate the drawbacks
associated with traditional codified DAFs, various authors (Cantero et al., 2014, Obrien et al.
2013 and SAMARIS, 2006) have introduced the concept of an Assessment Dynamic Ratio
̃ Total , to
(ADR), defined as the ratio of the characteristic total (static + dynamic) load effect, LE
̃ Static.
the characteristic static load effect, LE
𝐴𝐷𝑅 =

̃ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐿𝐸
̃𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝐿𝐸

(9)

In order to calculate the ADR from measurement, both the static and total (static + dynamic)
response is required. As the strain gauges on the Boyne Viaduct provided the total
response, an algorithm was required to filter the dynamic portion of the strain from the
signals.

4.2.1

Demonstration of strain-filtering algorithm

In order to demonstrate and validate the methodology employed to filter the dynamic
response, consider a simply supported beam of length ‘L’, subjected to a moving point load
‘P’, moving at a speed ‘c’ shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 24. Simply supported beam subjected to a moving point load
The dynamic displacement response of the beam was formulated by Frýba (1972):
∞

𝑣(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑣𝑜 ∑
𝑗=1

𝑗 2 [𝑗 2 (𝑗 2

−

1
[𝑗 2 (𝑗 2 − 𝛼 2 ) sin 𝑗𝜔𝑡
− 𝛼 2 )2 + 4𝛼 2 𝛽2 ]

𝑗𝛼[𝑗 2 (𝑗 2 − 𝛼 2 ) − 2𝛽 2 ]
1
2

(𝑗 4 − 𝛽 4 )

′
𝑒 𝜔𝑏 𝑡 sin 𝜔(𝐽)
𝑡

′
− 2𝑗𝛼𝛽(cos 𝑗𝜔𝑡 − 𝑒 −𝜔𝑏 𝑡 cos 𝜔(𝐽)
𝑡)] sin

(10)
𝑗𝜋𝑥
𝐿

Where
𝛼=

𝛽=

𝑐𝑙 𝜇 1/2
( )
𝜋 𝐸𝐽

(11)

𝜔𝑏 𝑙2 𝜇 1/2
( )
𝜋 2 𝐸𝐽

(12)

and,
𝑥 = length coordinate with origin at the left hand end of the beam,
𝑡 = time since the force arrived on the beam,
𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑡) = vertical displacement at point x and time t,
𝑗 = mode of vibration,
𝜔 = circular frequency of damping of the beam,
𝐸 = Young’s modulus of the beam,
𝐽 = constant moment of inertia of the beam cross section,
𝜇 = constant mass per unit length of the beam
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The result is calculated for a 20m span concrete beam with a breadth of 1m and a depth of
0.8m. A 200kN point load is considered with a velocity of 20m/s. By computing the first
derivative of equation 10 with respect to 𝑥, the dynamic strain response can be derived for
the beam due to the moving load. Figure 25 illustrates the total (dynamic + static) strain in
comparison to the static response. For this example, the dynamic increment may be
considered as the ratio between the maximum total (dynamic + static) and maximum static
strain, which corresponds to a value of 1.14. A total of 50 modes of vibration are considered
in Figure 25, although the result is approximately the same for around 10 modes, indicating
that the majority of vibration is associated with the first few modes. By computing the second
derivative of equation 10 with respect to time, the acceleration response of the beam can be
obtained. A Fourier transform can then be applied to the acceleration signal to obtain the
natural frequencies of the beam. These can be compared to the theoretical ‘𝑗 ’ natural
frequencies of a simply supported beam, as formulated by Frýba (1972):
𝛼=

𝑗 2 𝜋 𝐸𝐽 1/2
( )
2𝐿2 𝜇

(13)

Figure 26 illustrates the first 5 natural frequencies of the beam, computed by a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) compared to the theoretical frequencies. It is clear that for the system in
question, the beam does not vibrate at its second or fourth frequency.
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Figure 25. Total (static + dynamic) and static strain response of concrete beam
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Figure 26. Theoretical and FFT computed natural frequencies of concrete beam
In practice, the dynamic strain is measured by the sensor on the bridge. As stated above, in
order to calculate the ADR, both the static and dynamic response is required. The static
response is obtained by applying a filter to the total (dynamic + static) response. Digital
filters are often employed to remove specific frequency domains from an input signal
(Rabiner et al., 1975 and Parks and Burrus, 1987). This is achieved by passing an input
signal through a transfer function, or filter signal. A low-pass filter is one which attenuates
the parts of the input signal which relate to frequencies above a certain value, referred to as
the “cut-off” of the filter (Rabiner et al., 1975 and Parks and Burrus, 1987). In this section, it
will be shown that the concept is well suited to the removal of dynamics from measured
strain signals. This is because the portion of the total (dynamic + static) strain signal which
relate to dynamic vibration can be removed by applying a low pass filter. The remaining
portion of the signal, which relates to static strain, will not be affected. A low-pass
Butterworth signal filter was designed for this purpose. The Butterworth filter was chosen as
it has low ripple in the pass band and stop band, meaning that the static response is not
altered. Of course, a critical input to the filter is the first natural frequency, as this defines the
cut-off. Vibration associated with higher frequencies will also be filtered out of the total
(dynamic + static) response, although their affect on the dynamic response is expected to be
low. As Butterworth signal filters have a slower roll-off than, for example, Chebyshev signal
filters (Rabiner et al., 1975 and Parks and Burrus, 1987), the cut-off was set at a value 10%
below the first natural frequency of the beam, to ensure that all vibration associated with the
first natural frequency was removed. Figure 27 shows the result of passing the total strain
signal from Figure 25 through a 7th order low-pass Butterworth filter. It is clear from Figure
27 that the majority of the dynamic oscillation was removed from the total strain signal, (i.e.
the ratio of the maximum static strain to the maximum filtered total strain is 1.00).
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Figure 27. Filtering of total (static + dynamic) strain response for theoretical beam

4.2.2

Filtering of measured strains from the Boyne Viaduct

As mentioned in the DESTination Rail M2.2 report, in order to identify the optimum locations
for the accelerometers on the Boyne viaduct, a modal analysis was carried out on the FE
model. Elevations of the first two vertical mode shapes of the structure are illustrated In
Figure 28. Their respective frequencies of vibration were calculated as 3.9 and 9.2 Hz.
Based on the mode shapes, accelerometers were placed at centre span and at one third
span. Vibration responses from the accelerometers are illustrated in Figure 10.

(a)

(b)
Figure 28. Vertical mode shapes of the Boyne Viaduct: (a) first and (b) second
As stated in Section 2, a critical input to the low-pass filter is the natural frequency of
vibration of the structure. FFTs were applied for the acceleration responses and are
illustrated in Figure 11. It should be noted that the Fourier Transforms shown in Figure 11
are based on all signals (from all 724 train passage events) together. It is clear that for both
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FFTs, there is a peak around 10Hz. Most of the FFTs for each individual event also showed
a peak at this frequency. Therefore, this was the cut-off defined for the low-pass filter. Each
FFT also showed a sharp peak at a frequency of approximately zero Hz, which is related to
the static response.
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Figure 29. FFT of vertical acceleration of the Boyne Viaduct
In order to remove the dynamics from the total (static + dynamic) portion of the strain signals
for the centre of the rail bearer and cross girder, the low-pass filter discussed in section 4.2.1
was applied to the strain signals. Various levels of dynamic amplification were noted for
different events. Figure 12(a) shows an example with a maximum DAF (per train) of 1.07,
while Figure 12(b) shows an example with a maximum DAF (per train) of 1.02. The figures
also show a magnified view of selected peaks. It should be noted that the strain signals
shown are principal strains for the element in question.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 30. Low-pass filter applied to strain data at centre of rail bearer: (a) DAF = 1.07;
(b) DAF = 1.02

4.2.3

Calculation of ADR

In order to evaluate the characteristic ADR from equation 9, the characteristic total (static +
̃ Total , and the characteristic static load effect, LE
̃ Static , are required.
dynamic) load effect, LE
In order to derive characteristic load effects, a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution
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is fitted to the maximum daily strains by maximum likelihood estimation. 35 days of train
event measurement were available, consisting of 724 train passage events. The
characteristic load effect is calculated at the appropriate return period. A return period of
1000 years is taken in the Eurocode for design (EN 1991-2, 2003)0. A 75-year return period
is considered here for an existing bridge. Maximum-per-day static and total strains are
plotted on Gumbel probability paper in Figure 30. Gumbel probability paper is a double log
plot of the Cumulative Distribution of the data. The result is that Gumbel distributed data
appears as a straight line 0. The 75 year return period for maximum daily values (365 days
in a year) is given as:
−ln(− ln(1 − 1/[75 ∗ 365])) ≈ 10.22

(14)

While previous research (Obrien et al., 2013) suggests using 250 days per year when
considering road traffic, this is not appropriate for railway bridges which carry passenger
traffic only. In Figure 13 the dashed curve represents the GEV fit to the tail of the static
strain, while the solid curve represents the GEV fit to the tail of the total (static + dynamic)
strain. In order to assess the effect of the chosen return period, ADR values were calculated
for return periods of 10 to 100 years. This showed that the choice of return period was
insignificant with a variation in ADR of only 0.03%.

Figure 31. Calculation of ADR for rail bearers
The concave upward shape of the graph in Figure 13 indicates Weibull behaviour (Castillo,
1988). The ADR is calculated as 1.01. However, in order to allow a margin of safety, an ADR
of 1.05 is suggested. This is considered for deterministic assessment in section 4.3.1. The
analysis was also performed for the cross girders of the structure. A similar ADR was
calculated for these members as illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 32. Calculation of ADR for cross girders

4.2.4

Calculation of probabilistic distribution for dynamics

For the probabilistic assessment, a distribution of dynamic amplification is required. In order
to investigate an appropriate distribution, a histogram of all recorded dynamic amplifications
(for individual events) is plotted in Figure 33. Normal and Lognormal distributions are fitted to
the data. DAF is usually modelled as a normally distributed variable DRD (2004). However, it
is clear from the figure that the lognormal distribution provides a better fit to the data. This
was confirmed with a goodness of fit test. This is to be expected for railway bridges, due to
the length of the trains. While the effect of dynamics may reduce the total stress for road
bridges, this is unlikely for train passages as the dynamic effect of one of the carriages is
likely to have a constructive effect on stress. It should be noted that the distributions were
fitted to the dynamic increment, 𝜀, and not the DAF. The lognormal distribution ensures only
positive values are considered for 𝜀. It may also be concluded here that the assumption of
the DRD guidelines that the coefficient of variation in DAF is equal to 1.0 may not be
appropriate for railway structures. This is also expected, considering the low standard
deviation in railway traffic weights (O’Connor et al., 2009). These results were also noted for
the cross girders of the structure.
The distribution fitted to the data in Figure 33 is conservative, as consideration is not given to
the trend of high dynamic amplification corresponding to lower stresses. For this reason, a
stress varying lognormal distribution is fit to the DAFs of Figure 33. The principal stress is
calculated from equation 7. For the stress varying fit, an approach similar to that used by
OBrien et al. (2014) is adopted, who used a time-varying distribution of traffic loading to
model growth in traffic loading over time. It is important to understand that this is not a
bivariate statistical distribution but rather a one-dimensional distribution that changes with
stress.
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Figure 33. Fit of probability distributions to dynamic amplification
The stress-varying distribution is described by four parameters: mμ , 𝐶𝜇 , mσ and 𝐶𝜎 .
Maximum Likelihood Estimation is then used to calculate the parameters μi and σi of the
lognormal distribution at each increment in stress (γi ):
μi = mμ γi + Cμ

(15)

σi = mσ γi + Cσ

(16)

The stress varying fit to dynamic amplification is illustrated in Figure 34 for the rail bearers
and cross girders. A 3D view of the stress varying distribution is shown for the cross girders
in Figure 35 for illustration. It is clear that the standard deviation reduces as the stresses
increase. It is clear in Figure 34 that the inverse relationship between stress and DAF that
was found in the literature (SAMARIS, 2006) was also noted in the current research. The
implications of using this site-specific probabilistic model in a probabilistic analysis is
quantified in section 4.3.2.
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Figure 34. Stress varying lognormal distributions for dynamic amplification of (a) rail
bearer and (b) cross girder
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Figure 35. 3D plot of Stress varying lognormal distribution for dynamic stress
amplification of cross girder

4.3 Implications of SHM on safety assessment.
4.3.1

Deterministic assessment

The deterministic assessment performed in section 3.2.1 was re-run with the calibrated
model, the results are given in Appendix B. The effect of utilising the ADR in place of the
codified (BD 37/01) DAF is a directly proportional reduction in the utilisation. Table 5
presents the results for the same members and load effects as per Table 1, with the results
shown for an assessment with the calibrated FE model (A), an assessment with the original
FE model and use of the ADR (B), and an assessment with both the calibrated FE model
and use of the ADR (A+B). It is clear that the use of the calibrated FE model and/or the use
of the site-specific ADR alleviates the need for further assessment, as there are no negative
values in the final three columns of Table 5. It is clear that the use of the ADR has not
improved the additional capacity available for the truss elements, as the DAF calculated for
these elements was equal to 1.0, based on the DMRB procedure (BD 37/01). In the following
section, the results will be quantified for the probabilistic assessment. This will be done for
the monitored sections (i.e. the cross girder and rail bearer) as well as the most critical truss
diagonal, as this is the most critical element following the consideration of SHM data (see
Table 5). It is possible that instrumentation on the truss elements and further calibration may
show these elements to be less critical that the results of Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of deterministic assessment considering SHM data
Load
Effect

Additional
Capacity
(original)

Additional
Capacity
(A)

Additional
Capacity
(B)

Additional
Capacity
(A+B)

Cross beam

Y

21%

31%

32%

40%

Rail bearer

Y

-6%

28%

17%

45%

Rail bearer

S

18%

59%

41%

89%

Truss bottom chord

Y

56%

34%

56%

34%

Truss top chord

CB

19%

19%

19%

19%

Truss Diagonal

Y

3%

8%

3%

8%

Truss X-Diagonal

CB

46%

43%

46%

43%

Truss Vertical

CB

13%

24%

13%

24%

Member

4.3.2

Probabilistic assessment

Table 6 presents the reliability indices for the most critical rail bearers, cross girders and
truss diagonals, based on the original FE model, the calibrated FE model (A), the use of the
site-specific stress-varying DAF distribution (B) and finally the use of the calibrated FE model
together with the use of the site-specific stress-varying DAF distribution (A+B). It should be
noted that the use of the calibrated FE model has an additional benefit in the context of the
probabilistic assessment, in that the CoV in the model uncertainty may be reduced from
10.4% to 6.6%, based on the procedures defined in DRD (2004).
Table 6. Reliability indices with consideration of SHM data
β

β

β

β

(original)

(A)

(B)

(A+B)

Cross beam

4.714

6.612

5.134

7.133

Rail bearer

4.196

6.495

4.844

7.547

Truss Diagonal

5.510

5.378

5.510

5.378

System

4.176

5.497

4.799

5.498

Member

The last row of Table 6 is provides the probability of failure of a system constituting failure of
any of the three elements considered. Although there are theoretically an infinite number of
points on the structure which could be included in the system, it was suggested by Estes
(199) that failure modes with a beta value greater than 6.00 contribute little to the reliability of
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the system, and can be removed from the analysis. This is confirmed in Table 6 as the
system reliability is approximately equal to that of the truss diagonal for cases (A), and
(A+B). For this reason, the omission of other elements within the system analysis will not
lead to significant error. In order to calculate the system failure probability ( 𝑃𝑓,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ), the
following bounds were suggested by Boole (1852):
𝑛

(17)

𝑃𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑓,𝑠𝑦𝑠 ≤ ∑ 𝑃𝑓 (𝑖)
𝑖=1

Where 𝑃𝑓 (𝑖) denotes the probability of failure mode 𝑖. The bounds given in equation 17 are
often considered to be too broad for practical purposes and as such, previous authors (Song
and Der Kiureghian, 2003) have considered the correlation between the failure modes in
order to reduce the bounds. However, due to the high levels of reliability associated with
ULS failure of the structure, these bounds are very small for the system considered, and the
system failure probability can conservatively be assumed to be equal to the RHS of equation
17.
It is clear from Table 6 that the reliability indices for all the members assessed are above the
minimum target reliability indices specified in Table 3 (JCSS, 2001). However, a
disadvantage of the assessment performed is that in the absence of specific train weight
data for the structure, the live load distribution was taken as the Eurocode LM71 (EN 1991-2,
2003) with a bias ratio of 0.66 and a CoV of 20%, for which the characteristic value
represents the 98% fractile. It is therefore more appropriate to use the stress values from the
measurement in the assessment.

4.4 Direct Calculation of Reliability from Measurement
In order to perform a ULS assessment with consideration of the stresses from measurement,
a histogram was plot of the maximum stresses for train passage events on the Boyne
Viaduct. As expected, the distribution of stress is globally bimodal due to the presence of the
two train types discussed in section above. A multimodal normal distribution was fitted to the
data using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The fit is shown in Figure 36
The CDF distribution was found by cumulative integration of the PDF. Convolution was then
used to allow calculation of maximum yearly value:
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥) = 𝐹(𝑥)𝑁

(18)

Where 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥) is the maximum yearly distribution and 𝐹(𝑥) is the daily distribution. 𝑁 is the
convolution constant, given here by the average number of trains per day (20) times the
number of working days in a year (360).
For this method of probabilistic assessment, the consideration of model uncertainty for live
loading is not applicable as the loading information is measured by the strain gauges.
However, the stress distribution was multiplied by a random variable, 𝑒, to account for error
in measurement. 𝑒 was considered as a lognormal distributed variable with a mean value
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equal to 1.0 and a standard deviation of 0.03 after Kwon and Frangopol (2010). The
principal stress signals represent total (static + dynamic) loading and as such, no allowance
was required to account for dynamics. FORM analysis was used to calculate the reliability
index, which converged to a value of 8.1. This value is considered to be significantly higher
than any published recommendations for ULS at the highest consequence levels (JCSS,
2001). This is not unexpected, considering that passenger loading forms the basis of the
stress distribution, while the bridge was designed for freight traffic.

Figure 36. Multimodal GEV fit to maximum event stresses at rail bearer

4.5 Conclusions
It is clear that the use of SHM data as exemplified herein would alleviate the need for a
detailed probabilistic analysis, as the structure may be shown to pass a traditional
deterministic analysis. Nevertheless, the increases in reliability have been quantified for use
of the SHM data and were shown to be significant (up to 80% for individual elements and
32% for structural system). The data also been used to perform a direct ULS assessment
from the measured stress, also showing very high levels of reliability. Performance of system
analysis was shown to not have a significant effect on the ULS reliability, due to the very low
failure probabilities calculated.
In the next chapter, FORM analysis will be used to quantify the reliability index for the Boyne
Viaduct as a structural system, considering all of the main elements.
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5 Deterioration
5.1 Steel Deterioration
The values of the reliability index computed thus far assume that no corrosion has taken
place over the lifetime of the structure. In this section, probabilistic corrosion models will be
used to eliminate this assumption. Corrosion of steel structures is generally classified as
general (uniform) corrosion or localised (pitting) corrosion. An inspection of the structure
indicated that pitting was the primary corrosion mechanism taking place. Previous authors
(e.g. Sharifi, 2011) have used the Degree of Pitting (DOP) to model the degree of
breakdown due to pitting corrosion. For the current study, this is defined as the ratio
percentage of the corroded cross sectional area to the original cross sectional area, since
the capacity calculation is based on a localised cross-section. The pits are generally
assumed to be circular in shape and it can be assumed that the spacing and diameter are
constant (Sharifi, 2011) for a given pitting scenario. Based on an inspection of the structure,
pit diameters of 5, 15 and 25 mm were assumed with a constant pit spacing of 30 mm.
These correspond to DOPs of 16.67%, 50.0% and 83.33%. The depth of pitting corrosion in
this study will be modelled stochastically using the widely accepted model given in equation
19.
𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡 𝐵

(19)

Where 𝐶(𝑡) is the corrosion penetration after 𝑡 years and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are parameters to be
determined from regression analysis of experimental data. Sharifi (2011) referenced
distribution parameters for the lognormal distributions used to model 𝐴 and 𝐵. These are
listed in Table 2.
Table 7. Reliability indices with consideration of SHM data
𝑨 (× 𝟏𝟎𝟔 𝒎𝒎)

𝑩

Environment
Mean

CoV

Mean

CoV

Urban

80.2

0.42

0.593

0.40

Marine

70.6

0.66

0.789

0.49

A Marine environment was assumed for the rail bearers and cross girders, as these are
exposed to the estuary of the River Boyne, and were noted to exhibit significant levels of
corrosion at certain locations. An urban environment was assumed for the truss elements,
being sheltered from the river by the deck of the structure, while in close proximity to the
nearby town of Drogheda. Figure 37 illustrates the assumed corroding surfaces of the
riveted built-up steel sections analysed.
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Figure 37. Corrosion of built-up sections analysed (a) truss diagonal (b) rail bearer (c)
cross girder
Figure 38 shows the variation in the system reliability index over time for the three elements
analysed. The minimum reliability index noted for 83.33% pitting after a period of 100 years
is equal to 4.204. Although this is very close to the βt-value recommendation by the JCSS
(2001), it should be noted that in the absence of maintenance records for the bridge, the
corrosion modelling adopted in this work assumes the structure had no corrosion protection
in place throughout its lifetime. In addition, the truss diagonal was the main member
impacting this reliability index, which was noted to have much lower levels of deterioration in
place than that which is assumed by a DOP of 83.33%. It should be noted that the profile of
reliability shown was calculated for the calibrated FE model, without use of the stressvarying DAF distribution (i.e. case “A” above).

Figure 38. Reduction in ULS system reliability over time for various degrees of pitting
corrosion
There is clearly a certain amount of uncertainty associated with the corrosion model
employed both in terms of the DOP and the environmental conditions. It is therefore
recommended
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5.2 Rehabilitation Strategies
In order to alleviate the assumptions made in previous sections whereby no maintenance
was carried out on the structure, two specific maintenance options will be investigated:
1. Planned maintenance – protective coatings
2. Reactive maintenance – repair

5.2.1

Planned maintenance

It is expected that the planned maintenance of the Boyne Viaduct would have involved
regular painting of the structure to reduce the effects of corrosion. In the absence of specific
maintenance records, a regime of planned maintenance is assumed whereby a protective
coating is applied every 20 years. Only corrosion barrier painting is considered (i.e., it is not
envisaged that the corrosion process is restarted after application of the coating). As there is
such a wide range of corrosion protections available, and in the absence of maintenance
records, the paint life will be estimated. It is envisaged that due to the evolution of corrosion
protection systems over the 85 year life of the structure, the time to break down of the
coating will vary for each time of maintenance. In order to the time to breakdown of the
protective coating applied in year 𝑡, (𝑇𝑏𝑐 (𝑡)) for a regular maintenance period (𝑀𝑝 ) of 20
years was assumed to vary linearly according to:
𝑇𝑏𝑐 (𝑡) = 5 + 𝑀𝑝 /8

(20)

This linear model was developed to allow a time to corrosion breakdown corresponding to a
“low” maintenance class in accordance with ISO 12944-5: in year zero, and a “high”
maintenance class at year 80, close to the current age of the structure. The effect of this
maintenance strategy on the ULS reliability of individual elements can be calculated by
assuming that the corrosion profile is straight for the periods where the paint is in place and
has not broken down. This was calculated for the first truss diagonal, rail bearer and cross
girder separately and the system failure probability was calculated. The results are shown in
Figure 39.

5.2.2

Reactive maintenance

While a reactive maintenance strategy may be thought of as one whereby a structure is
repaired after failure, in this sense we mean that the bridge is repaired as soon as the
reliability index hits a target value. Although the target value may be set at the minimum
value of 3.7 recommended in section 3.2.2, an infrastructure manager may also take the
opinion that the relative cost of safety measures in this case are “Normal”. For the current
analysis, it is assumed that structural elements are replaced by steel plating once the
reliability index reaches 110% of the target value of 4.4 (i.e. 4.84), as a safety margin. The
results are shown in Figure 39, along with that of planned maintenance. It should be noted
that the only element repaired in the analysis was the truss diagonal, as the reliability of the
other elements did not drop below 4.84.
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(a) DOP = 16.67%

(b) DOP = 50.0%

(c) DOP = 83.33%
Figure 39. Reduction in reliability over time for various DOPs
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5.3 Conclusions
Probabilistic steel pitting corrosion models have been demonstrated by way of system
analysis of three of the main elements on the Boyne Viaduct. DOPs of 16.67%, 50.0% and
83.33% were investigated. It has been shown that the ULS reliability of the structure is
sufficiently high to be deemed safe, even after 100 years of degradation at a DOP of
83.33%, which exceeds that which was noted on the structure. It was found that for a DOP
of 16.67%, no preventative action was required to keep the reliability index above 4.84.
Furthermore, for a DOP of 16.67% with planned maintenance, the system reliability index
was found to be equal to 5.313 after 100 years of services. As a value of DOP equal 16.67%
is considered to be close to the average level of pitting throughout the structure (based on
inspection), and considering that the planned maintenance strategy employed was designed
to be similar to that which may have been carried out on the structure, it may then be stated
that the overall reliability of the elements assessed is currently greater than that which has
recommended for design of new structures by the Eurocode (EN 1990, 2002). The truss
diagonals were found to be the main elements driving the system reliability index. It should
be noted however, that the structural steel connections have not yet been analysed and that
these could prove to be more critical then the plated sections.
It should be noted that the methodology employed here to perform both planned and
reactive maintenance may be modified suit any maintenance records / general practice of an
infrastructure manager. In addition, this may be used to provide an interpretation of the
current state of existing infrastructure or to plan maintenance strategies for new structures.
The importance of calibration of deterioration models with site inspection information can
also not be overlooked. Data from corrosion monitoring sensors (e.g. for chloride ingress in
reinforced concrete) can also be applied in a robust manner for this type of assessment
resulting in significant decreases in uncertainty.
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6 Probabilistic Fatigue Assessment
Fatigue failure occurs when small crack-like discontinuities grow under repeated application
of stress until fracture occurs. Fatigue can be a significant issue for older steel structures. In
1983, the Mianus river bridge in the United States collapsed due to a combination of
corrosion and fatigue, causing 3 deaths and 3 serious injuries. In this section, a probabilistic
fatigue analysis will be performed at the monitored locations, based on both the monitoring
data and the FE model. Subsequently, the Eurocode

6.1 Probabilistic Assessment
6.1.1

SHM-based assessment

The performance function considered for probabilistic fatigue assessment is given by:
𝑔(𝑥) ≤ 0

(21)

Where:
𝑛

𝑔(𝑥) = 𝐷𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 − ∑
𝑖=1

𝑛𝐸𝑖
𝑁𝑅𝑖

(22)

Where nEi is the number of cycles associated with a specific stress range, Δσi; and NRi is the
endurance (in cycles) related to a specific detail category under consideration at stress
range Δσi . Dcrit is defined here as the critical cumulative damage for the detail under
consideration. Dcrit is modelled as a lognormal distributed variable with mean and standard
deviation equal to 1.0 and 0.3 as recommended in the literature (Kwon and Frangopol,
2010).
The procedure for determining a stochastic interpretation for the summation term is given in
JCSS (2000) and is illustrated in Figure 40. A rain flow counting algorithm is used to
calculate the stress range histogram based on live load signals from measurement. This is
then extended by multiplication of the model uncertainty for live load. For this method of
probabilistic assessment, the consideration of model uncertainty for live loading is not
applicable as the loading information is measured by the strain gauges. However, the stress
distribution was multiplied by a random variable, 𝑒, to account for error in measurement. 𝑒
was considered as a lognormal distributed variable with a mean value equal to 1.0 and a
standard deviation of 0.03 after Kwon and Frangopol (2010). The principal stress signals
represent total (static + dynamic) loading and as such, no allowance was required to account
for dynamics. It should be noted that stress ranges less than 1.0MPa were removed from the
histogram as these were deemed to be due to noise rather than a specific train event. These
low stress ranges do not have an effect on the fatigue life. The term nEi is given by the count
of each bin. A probabilistic S-N curve is then used to determine a stochastic representation
of NRi for each stress range, Δσi . In the absence of existing research pertaining to
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probabilistic consideration of the Eurocode S-N curves, the DNV (2010) S-N curves were
used. The equation of the S-N curve line for a specific detail category is given as:
log 𝑁 = log 𝑎̅ − 𝑚 log Δ𝜎

(23)

Where 𝑚 is the negative inverse slope and log 𝑎̅ is intercept of log 𝑁-axis by the S-N curve,
given by:
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎̅ = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎 − 2𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁

log a  log a  2s log N

(24)

(25)

Where 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎 is the Intercept of mean S-N curve with the log 𝑁 axis and 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 is the standard
deviation of log 𝑁 , given as 0.2 in log space. Detail category C from DNV (2010) was
conservatively assumed for each detail, with the exception of the web stiffener, for which
detail category C1 was assumed.

Figure 40. Probabilistic S-N curve approach

It was found that multi-modal behaviour was again evident in the stress range histogram, as
per section 4.4. A multimodal Normal distribution was fitted to the data. Figure 41 shows the
fit to the stress range data from one of the rail bearers.
A Matlab programme was written to perform the probabilistic fatigue assessment procedure
outlined at each monitored section of the Boyne Viaduct. The assessment was performed on
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a yearly basis; randomly sampling 1-year of stress range data from the fitted PDFs. It should
be noted that the number of stress ranges sampled per year was taken to be equal to 12
times the number which were present in a month, after removal of stress ranges less than
1.0 MPa, and that the stress ranges sampled were bounded to be greater than 1.0 MPa.

Figure 41. Multimodal normal fit to 1 month of measured stress cycles at rail bearer
Figure 42. shows the evolution of the reliability index for 100 years. The assessment is
considered to start at the date of construction for all elements excluding the stiffener. The
vertical dashed line shows the current age (84 years), which is the start of the fatigue life for
the stiffener. In order to calculate the reliability index, an opensees solver was used in place
of the Matlab iterative FORM analysis as it was found to be more stable under the very low
failure probabilities involved.

Figure 42. Evolution of reliability index at measured locations, based on SHM data
It is clear that the rail bearer is the most critical section for fatigue, while the stiffener is not
expected to show any signs of fatigue failure as expected. The FORM analysis did not
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converge on a design point for the stiffener until after 35 years. This implies that the
probability of failure is zero for the first 35 years of service. The maximum value of β = 9.3
for the rail bearer after 150 years of service may be considered to be above the threshold
limits defined in 0. Again, the high levels of reliability are indicative of the low frequency and
magnitude of live loading compared to the freight traffic for which the bridge was designed. It
should be noted that the results shown are based on the assumption that the historic loading
levels on the structure are similar to the current state.

6.1.2

Model-based assessment

In this section, a model-based assessment will be performed for the rail bearers. Weekly
timetables were gathered for the trains crossing the Boyne Viaduct from the date of
construction to the current date at approximately 10 year intervals. The years of the time
tables investigated were selected to pick up key changes, based on expert opinion. The
dimensions and weights of the trains were based on a combination of expert opinion and
train classifications from Irish Rail. In order to model the trains probabilistically, bounded
normal probability distributions were used to ensure that the weights did not fall below the
empty train weights, nor above that which could be reasonably expected. The axle spacings
were modelled deterministically.
In order to obtain a stress range histogram for the rail bearer on a yearly basis, the train
locomotive and wagon/carriage weights were randomly sampled for each train, with the
frequency given by the time tables. The randomly sampled trains were then run across the
stress influence lines derived from the calibrated FE model. Figure 43 illustrates the
reduction in reliability index over time for the rail bearer, considering measurement and
model based assessment. The reliability indices for fatigue are clearly extremely high, as
expected, considering the low frequency and magnitude of loading on the bridge. Of note,
however, is the lower level of reliability associated with the model-based assessment, where
the load history was considered. It should be noted that these results do not take account of
deterioration of the structural element in question.

Figure 43. Comparison of reliability based on SHM data and model-based assessment
with load history
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6.2 Deterministic assessment
It is clear that the levels of reliability calculated were extremely high for the elements
assessed. For this reason, an assessment of each element considered in the ULS
assessment in section 4.3.2 will be performed. The simplified fatigue analysis procedure
outlined in EN 1993-2 (2006) will be employed. This procedure involves checking of the
following criterion:
𝛾𝐹𝑓 𝜆𝛷2 Δ𝜎71 ≤

Δ𝜎𝑐
𝛾𝑀𝑓

(26)

Where:
𝛾𝐹𝑓 is the partial safety factor for fatigue loading, recommended to be taken equal to 1.0
𝜆 is the damage equivalence factor for fatigue given by:
𝜆 = 𝜆1 𝜆2 𝜆3 𝜆4

(27)

𝜆1 depends upon the determinant length, 𝜆2 is equal to 0.72 for the Boyne viaduct where the
traffic is less than 5 × 106 tonnes per year, 𝜆3 is equal to 1.0 for a design life of 100 years
and 𝜆4 is equal to 1.0 as there is only one track.
𝛷2 is the dynamic factor given by the moment calculation for type RU loading in equation 2.
It should be noted that a different determinant length is used in EN 1991-2:2003.
Δ𝜎71 is the stress range due to the Load Model 71 given by the absolute difference between
the maximum and minimum stress due to LM71, where LM71 is identical to type RU loading
shown in Figure 7. This is clearly a very conservative assumption, as the maximum stress
range is most likely less than the difference between the maximum and minimum stress.
Δ𝜎𝑐 is the reference value of the fatigue strength given by the detail category in EN 1993-1-9
(2005). Detail Category 5 was conservatively assumed, resulting in a value of Δ𝜎𝑐 =125MPa.
𝛾𝑀𝑓 is the partial safety factor for fatigue strength depending on the consequences and the
method of assessment used. For the damage tolerant method and high failure
consequences, this is recommended to be taken equal to 1.15.

Table 8. Results of deterministic fatigue analysis
Member

Cross beam
Rail bearer
Truss Diagonal

𝚫𝝈𝟕𝟏

𝜸𝑭𝒇 𝝀𝜱𝟐 𝚫𝝈𝟕𝟏

64.9

38.38

63.0

52.73

72.5

31.35

𝚫𝝈𝒄
𝜸𝑴𝒇
108.7
108.7
108.7

Utilisation
0.35
0.49
0.29
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It is clear that each section analysed in Table 8 has sufficient capacity at FLS, with all
sections having a utilisation under 0.5, despite the inherent conservatisms in this simplified
deterministic analysis. This verifies the findings of section 6.1. However, this indicates that
the regions checked may not be the most fatigue critical sections on the structure. It is
recommended that further analysis be performed on the joints of the structure, paying
particular attention to ULS and FLS, with consideration of the riveted connection details.
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7 Damage Detection
7.1 Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring systems aim at condition assessment of structures at different
levels such as detecting the damage, locating the damage, identifying the type of the
damage and quantifying the severity of the damage. SHM systems prevent the structural
failure by monitoring the structural integrity. The methods and techniques are the key
elements that link the sensor data from an instrumented structure into damage information.
An extensive literature review on structural health monitoring and damage detection
techniques for bridges have been delivered in December 2016 (Mostafa, 2016). All the
existing methods, their advantages, and limitations have been studied. However, to
recapitulate, a brief update based on the recently published articles will be presented.
Moughty et al. (2017) reviewed a large number of damage detection techniques. They can
be divided into two groups, modal-based and data-based techniques, as presented in Figure
44.

Figure 44. Categorize popular techniques for damage detection
Data-based techniques, though well advanced, do have limitations in prognostic capabilities
and amount of information that can be extracted if the number of sensors is relatively low.
Including physical models in the data analysis will enhance the information extraction and
thus a more modal-based approach is opted for here.
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7.2 Existing Modal-based Damage Sensitive Features, DSFs
In order to develop or improve modal-based techniques, a large number of research projects
have been conducted. The convention modal-based damage detection methods are
classified and shown in Figure 45.

Modal-based Damage Sensitive Feature

Natural
frequency

Shift in
natural
frequency

Modal
Damping

Shift in
damping

Mode shape

Modal
assurance
criterion, MAC

Coordinate
Modal
assurance
criterion,
COMAC

Modal
curvature,
MCM

Damage
index, DIM

Modal
flexibility,
MFM

Figure 45. Modal-based damage detection methods

Most of them have been applied to either simulations or experiments and some of them are
successful in extracting damage information. Many comparative studies have been
conducted to evaluate the performance of these techniques. Ndambi et al, (2002) performed
a laboratory test on a reinforced concrete beam and applied Modal Assurance Criterion
MAC, Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion COMAC, Modal Curvature Method MFM,
Damage Index Method DIM and shift in natural frequency methods. They conclude that all of
them allow the detection of crack damage in RC beam in the laboratory environment.
However, Talebinejad et al. (2011) applied COMAC, DIM, MCM and MFM to a numerically
modelled cable-stayed bridge and conclude that, in case of added noise to the vibration
signal, none of the methods were able to predict damages on the bridge deck. Cruz et al.
(2008) also investigated mode shapes, MCM and MFM using a simulated model of a
composite bridge and also, real vibration data from a field measurement of a progressive
damage test. they stated that the damage detection methods that are based on modal
parameters are susceptible to noise.
Furthermore, some environmental effects such as temperature and humidity can cause a
change in natural frequency of the structure (Sohn et al. 1999). There is a number of
publications that have presented the relation between varying environmental condition and
damage detection (Giraldo et al., 2006 & Peeters and Roeck, 2001). In some cases,
changes in frequency due to temperature can mask true damage events Farrar et al. (1994).
Not only the environmental conditions but also the operational conditions can also cause
changes in dynamic response of the bridge (Lu et al., 2012). The dynamic response of
railway bridges is influenced by a combination of factors such as train speed, bridge and
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train length, however, the relationship among these factors have not yet been studied
elaborately.
Moreover, the assumption of linear stationary structural vibration response made by most
frequency domain transform functions used to obtain modal-based Damage Sensitive
Features, may not always be suited to the field applications, as vehicle-induced excitations
on damaged bridges can be highly non-stationary in nature (Moughty et al., 2017). Cantero
et al. (2016) stated that the bridge response due to passing traffic is a non-stationary
process that should be analyzed with appropriate tools.
To eliminate the environmental influences and perceive the operational influences on the
bridge’s dynamic behavior, a novel modal-based approach is presented in this study.

7.3 A Novel Modal-based Approach for Damage Detection in Bridges
All of the modal-based techniques for damage detection in bridges are based on the implicit
assumption that considers constant modal parameters for a structure over its lifetime as long
as it is in healthy condition as the base line. Any change in modal parameters is considered
as damage. However, as argued in the previous section, the operational and environmental
conditions can affect the bridge modal parameters and especially the bridge frequencies.
This disturbance may disrupt the modal-based damage detection procedure.
In the context of bridge monitoring the common way to extract the bridge modal properties is
utilizing either the bridge response to the ambient vibration or the free vibration of the bridge
after the train leaves. The phase when the train is on the bridge is disregarded. This phase is
considered as a potentially information rich phase, but more advanced techniques must be
applied, as a non-stationary situation is observed.
Through the current research project, a new approach is developed to include the nonstationary phase and overcome the environmental disruptions. The proposed idea is
presented in Figure 46.
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Figure 46. The flowchart of the proposed method for damage detecion
Figure 47 presents an overview of the new method, which contains only the main actions. In
general, there are five main tasks, signal classification, frequency extraction from the
Traverse Phase and the Leaving Phase, compare the obtained frequencies and select the
suitable damage sensitive feature for the structure and finally interpret the results. All the
actions and process will be explained in the following sections.

Figure 47. The main actions of the proposed method

7.3.1

Signal Classification

Signal classification is of paramount importance since the following blocks are built up on top
of that. This step is the physics-based signal classification depending on the location of a
train on the bridge. The acceleration signal is split into three phases, the Entrance phase,
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the Traverse phase and the Leaving phase. The bridge dynamic response is thus split into
two states: the bridge dynamic response with the presence of the train and without the train.
Subsequently, the influences of the operational conditions such as train speed, train length
and train mass can be identified by comparing the bridge dynamic properties extracted from
these two states. The free vibration of the bridge after leaving the train is the same as the
Leaving Phase. Figure 48 schematically shows the signal classification.

Figure 48. Schematic view of signal classification

Once the Traverse Phase is determined the other two phases are also defined. The
Traverse phase starts when the first wheelset of the train enters to the bridge and ends
when the last wheelset has left the bridge. To find the start and end sample of the Traverse
phase signal part, the train speed needs to be calculated. For the current case study the
train speed on the bridge is assumed, after detailed analysis of various datasets, to be
constant. The instants when each train wheelset is passing over the sensor spot appear as a
high peak in acceleration signal (see Figure 48). The time difference between two wheelset
impacts is needed to calculate the velocity, based on the known distance between wheelsets
and the distance between the sensors and the edge of the bridge. The start sample of the
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Traverse phase will be obtained by moving from the first peak backward with the speed
equal to the train speed, while the end sample of the Traverse phase is found by moving
from the last peak forward. Once the Traverse phase has been identified the other two
phases are identified as well: the parts of the signal before and after the Traverse phase are
the Entrance phase and the Leaving phase respectively.
The goal of the signal classification is to investigate the operational influences on the bridge
frequencies in the Leaving Phase and the Traverse Phase. Hence, the train features should
be known to indicate whether the bridge frequencies are affected by them. In this document,
the train’s features are the speed of the train, the length of the train and the mass of the
train. The effect of the train mass will be studied indirectly, by means of existing or not
existing locomotive in a train.
The train speed can be obtained by using the known locations of the transducers and the
time difference between impact signals in the transducers signals. However, in this research
project the dominant frequency of the strain gauge at the mid-span of the bridge has been
used to extract the train velocity.
Figure 49 shows the strain gauge signal, and each peak presents the passage of one bogie
system over the sensor. Figure 50 shows the same strain signal in the frequency domain.
Since the data acquisition system is powered by AC electricity, the 50Hz should be filtered
out otherwise it would appear as the highest peak.

Figure 49. The filtered strain signal
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Figure 50. The frequency content of the strain signal

After filtering the AC frequency the dominant modulating frequency appears as:
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

𝑉𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒

→ 𝑉𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∙ 𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑒

(28)

Through the above equation, by knowing the length of the carriage, the train velocity can be
obtained. In this case study, the carriage length is 20.7 m for the DMU train and it is 23 m for
the enterprise service train. Although there are other ways to extract the train features, this is
a fast and efficient way fitting the ultimate goal of online monitoring.
To find the travelling direction of the train, the moment of the first peak of the two strain
gauges installed in different locations along the bridge should be compared.

7.3.2

Bridge Frequency Extraction

The objective of this step is extraction of the bridge frequencies from the phases obtained
from the previous step. These two phases are intrinsically different. The Leaving phase is
the free vibration of the bridge without the direct influence of the train. This part of the signal
is stationary and it can be considered as a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) signal. This implies
that the frequency content of this part of the signal does not change by time. The common
method to extract the frequency from this part is Fast Fourier Transform, FFT.
The signal Traverse phase is non-stationary and it should be considered as a Linear TimeVariant (LTV) signal. The mass of and distribution over the structure is changing due to the
moving mass of the train. Subsequently, the bridge frequency is also changing. Hence the
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frequency content of the Traverse phase is changing with time. Time-frequency analysis
techniques are required, generally, showing the spectrum of frequencies over time. Wavelet
analysis and Empirical Mode Decompositions (EMD) are two widely researched time-series
analysis methods applicable for non-stationary signals (Meredith et al., 2012 & Doebling et
al., 1998). For the current research project, EMD has been selected as an adaptive nonparametric time-frequency analysis to extract the bridge frequencies. In this technique, there
is no assumption of linearity or stationarity of the system, whereas the Wavelet is a linear
time-frequency representation (Feng et al., 2013).
EMD has been proposed by Huang et al. (1998) as part of Hilbert-Huang spectrum analysis.
The signal is decomposed into a number of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) using the ‘’sifting’’
process. An IMF can be defined as a counterpart to the simple harmonic function
representation, but the amplitude and frequency are variable and time-dependent (Huang et
al., 1998) rather than constant. An IMF must satisfy two conditions. Firstly, the number of
extrema and the number of zero crossing must differ by not more than one. Secondly, the
mean value of the envelope defined by the maxima and the minima at any given time must
be zero (Yang et al., 2004). In the present study, the Empirical Mode Decomposition is used
for both the traverse and the leaving phase, despite the latter being a LTI signal. Firstly, the
Empirical Mode Decomposition technique is applied to decompose the acceleration signal of
two phases into their IMFs in time domain. Subsequently, the bridge frequencies are
extracted by applying an FFT for each IMF.
In the following, a vertical acceleration is selected from a measured data set and all the
steps will be done in order to extract the bridge frequencies. Figure 51 shows the signal
classification as the first step. The second step is to decompose these two phases through
EMD. The obtained traverse phase from the previous step is decomposed into 15 IMFs, of
which the first four are presented in Figure 52. The next step is to transform the IMFs from
time domain into frequency domain. Figure 53, shows the power spectrum of each IMF.
They also show the highest peak frequency which corresponds to the maximum power of
each IMF. The peak frequencies from higher IMFs (for this example, IMF5 to IMF8) match
with the bridge frequencies. With the Matlab code, the peak frequency of each IMFs has
been obtained. However, to collect the relevant frequencies, a frequency range
corresponding to each of the actual frequencies of the bridge has been set in the code. If the
peak frequencies of any of the IMFs (regardless of the number of IMF) fall in that interval, it
will be saved in an array as the bridge frequency. To set these intervals a rough estimation
of the bridge frequencies should be known a priori. An ABAQUS numerical model of the
bridge provides this information, which is presented in detail in Appendix C. In addition, the
result of the analytical model of the bridge developed by Bowe (2009) is presented in
appendix D.
The same procedure is done for the leaving phase. However, to have the same frequency
resolution for both phases, a new Leaving Phase signal is constructed by repeating the
original Leaving Phase in order to have the same length and subsequently same frequency
resolution for both phases.
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Figure 51. First step, signal classification

Figure 52. Decomposition of the Traverse phase into its IMFs

Figure 53. IMFs in frequency domain in normal scale

7.3.3

Select Damage Sensitive Feature

The bridge frequencies from the Leaving phase and the bridge frequencies from Traverse
phase have now been extracted from the data. To select a proper Damage Sensitive
Feature (DSF) the influences of both environmental and operational conditions on the bridge
frequencies obtained from two phases should be known.
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In case of having intact frequencies from the Leaving phase, a conventional approach,
based on the shift in natural frequencies of the structure can be followed. However, if the
bridge frequencies are affected by operational and environmental conditions, the a novel
approach is proposed, using a DSF that is based on the Delta Frequency Vector, which is
defined as the frequency differences between the traverse and leaving phase. The Delta
Frequency Vector (DFV) is constructed by element-wise subtracting the frequency vectors
retrieved from Traverse Phase and Leaving Phase for all the measurement data sets. In
other words, the DFV is the relative frequency shift vector that excludes the operational and
environmental influences. The hypothesis is that the trend of DFVs over time will be
horizontal for a healthy condition, while the trend will change for a damaged condition. This
is based on the nonlinear character of damage, causing the change to be larger in the
Traverse phase than in the Leaving phase. This hypothesis will be supported by analytical
and numerical models that are currently under development.

7.3.4

Interpretation of Results

The Boyne Viaduct is instrumented with four accelerometers and four strain gauges. Data is
acquired with two different acquisition systems. The first one was installed for a shorter
period of time to collect some initial data. The second one is a long term monitoring system.
The long-term monitoring system has been designed by the University of Twente. The
measurements with this system started in March 2016 and will continue at least until the end
of the project. For the second system, only the first accelerometer works properly. The
second accelerometer did not provide a proper signal, probably due to problems with the
wiring, while the third accelerometer was detached from the bridge. The fourth
accelerometer is located on the bridge pier and does not provide any significant vibration
data for the bridge superstructure. Among all the strain gauges, only the second strain
gauge was defected and other three are working well. The data analysis of the current
document is based on the data received from 1st accelerometer at the bridge mid-span and
the 1st, 3rd and 4th strain gauge. More details on the data acquisition system can be found
in the project deliverable on this specific topic (Loendersloot, 2017).
This section shows the result of applying the method for one-month monitoring data of the
Boyne Bridge. About 800 trains passed over the bridge between May 10th 2017 and June
10th 2017. Table 9 shows part of the results of obtaining operational and environmental
conditions for each passage of trains. The first and the second column correspond to the
exact date and time of the passing train. Nc (fourth column) stands for the number of
carriages. The fifth column shows the train speed (V). The sixth column indicates the
direction of travel of the train: from Dublin to Belfast (north bound, NB) or vice versa (south
bound, SB). The DMU trains appear with no-loco in the seventh column (‘none’), while the
Enterprise service trains appear as either the push-train (‘push’) or pull-train (‘pull’)
depending on the position of the locomotive. The environment temperature is presented in
the last column.
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Table 9- The operational and environmental conditions for train passages
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Date
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/10/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/11/2017
05/12/2017
05/12/2017

Time
04:54:57
05:00:34
06:24:20
06:41:04
07:18:48
08:10:29
08:38:36
08:42:36
10:28:32
10:38:59
12:35:43
01:37:01
07:01:12
07:21:15
07:52:39
08:19:25
08:29:57
09:12:29
09:18:44
10:00:29
10:32:28
10:45:44
11:08:50
11:30:54
12:20:49
12:57:05
01:10:33
01:20:27
02:11:24
02:57:24
03:05:43
04:38:04
04:57:26
06:23:39
06:53:55
07:20:36
08:12:19
08:36:22
08:49:40
10:29:48
10:41:28
12:40:55
01:36:01

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
AM

Nc
9
9
9
9
8
8
9
9
9
9
4
4
8
7
8
7
8
9
9
5
9
4
9
4
4
9
9
4
4
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
7
9
3
3
9
4
4

V (m/s)
11.58
9.23
10.42
9.77
11.06
11.94
12.57
10.27
12.05
10.10
10.40
9.15
8.97
8.30
10.22
9.85
9.56
8.23
9.85
9.22
9.50
10.38
8.68
9.25
9.76
9.62
7.89
9.15
9.76
9.57
9.48
7.83
10.69
10.57
9.30
10.20
25.38
9.90
11.66
10.43
8.57
9.82
8.39

Direction
NB
SB
NB
SB
NB
NB
NB
SB
NB
SB
NB
NB
SB
NB
SB
SB
SB
NB
SB
NB
SB
NB
NB
SB
SB
NB
SB
NB
SB
NB
SB
SB
NB
NB
SB
NB
NB
NB
SB
NB
SB
NB
NB

Loco
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
None
None
Pull
Push
Pull
Push
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Pull
Push
None
Push
None
Pull
None
None
Pull
Push
None
None
Pull
Push
Push
Pull
Pull
Push
None
None
Pull
None
None
Push
None
None

T (c°)
14.58
14.64
15.36
15.23
15.8
15.21
14.47
14.54
10.67
11.6
10.32
17.4
13.1
11.6
10.2
10.98
11.47
12.25
11.68
12.12
11.97
11.63
12.37
12.53
12.16
12.89
12.96
13.13
12.65
13.1
12.73
12.52
12.65
12.75
12.85
12.87
12.78
12.85
12.76
12.75
12.83
12.27
12.6
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The first objective of the proposed method is the bridge frequency extraction from the
Leaving Phase and the Traverse Phase. Figure 54 and Figure 55 show the frequencies
obtained from the measurement from the Leaving Phase and Traverse Phase respectively.
Three clear frequency bands are observed, for both cases. The scatter is slightly higher for
the lowest frequency in the Leaving phase, which is attributed to the lower signal to noise
ratio. The two higher frequency bands show a distribution with a lower scatter for the
Leaving phase. The signal in the Traverse phase is affected by the operation conditions. The
analytical and FEM results (Appendix C and D) suggest that the frequency bands coincide
with the first bending frequencies of the bridge. As it can be seen in Figure 55 two modes
have been captured for the second frequency interval, which is also validated by the
numerical model of the bridge (see appendix C). The first one is related to the bending mode
and the second one is related to the torsion mode. Hence, in order to evaluate the bridge
frequency as accurately as possible, the frequency range for the second bending mode has
been narrowed. This distinction is not clear in the Traverse phase, making it difficult to
distinguish between the two modes.

Figure 54. The natural frequencies of the Boyne Viaduct extracted from Leaving Phase
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Figure 55. The natural frequencies of the Boyne Viaduct extracted from Traverse
Phase
Histograms of the extracted frequencies of the Boyne bridge are presented in Figure 56
through Figure 61 for the Leaving phase and also the Traverse phase. A normal distribution
is fit on the histogram data. The mean and standard deviation are indicated in the graphs.
The fit of the normal distribution is reasonable for the Leaving phase, but not for the
Traverse phase, which shows a higher degree of clustering of frequency around a certain
value. This is mainly attributed to the signal strengths and the difference in signal to noise
ratio.

Figure 56. The histogram of the first bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from the
Leaving phase with Normal distribution fit.
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Figure 57. The histogram of the first bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from the
Traverse phase with Normal distribution fit.

Figure 58. The histogram of the second bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from
the Leaving phase with Normal distribution fit.
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Figure 59. The histogram of the second bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from
the Traverse phase with Normal distribution fit.

Figure 60- The histogram of the third bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from the
Leaving phase with Normal distribution fit.
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Figure 61. The histogram of the third bending frequency of the Boyne bridge from the
Traverse phase with Normal distribution fit.

Considering the above figures, it can be concluded that the method works successfully to
extract the bridge frequencies from both phases. The influence of the operational condition
on the bridge frequencies is investigated in different steps. First, the influence of the train
length on the bridge frequencies will be presented. In this step, all the results such as the
frequency information and the corresponding train information put together to form the large
information-matrix. Then, based on the column which contains the number of the carriages,
Nc, the large information-matrix is split into sub-matrices. The bridge frequency is the mean
value for n measurement data sets. The results are presented in Table 10. FiL and FiT stand
for the ith frequency of the Leaving phase and the Traverse phase respectively.

Table 10- The first three bending frequencies of the Boyne Viaduct, extracted from
Leaving Phase and Traverse Phase
Train type
DMU
DMU
DMU
DMU
DMU
Enterprise
Locomotive

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Nc
3
4
5
7
8
9
1

F1L
2.88
2.88
2.87
2.88
2.87
2.84
2.73

F1T
2.92
2.95
2.98
2.90
2.94
2.86
2.78

F2L
8.59
8.72
8.76
8.81
8.73
8.75
8.78

F2T
8.61
8.56
8.58
8.61
8.59
8.61
8.78

F3L
14.30
14.48
--14.49
14.51
---

F3T
14.43
14.51
-14.42
14.33
14.34
14.36

The first frequency from the Traverse phase is unexpectedly larger than the first frequency
from Leaving phase for all train types. Since the moving mass of the train increases the
mass of the whole structure it was expected to have the frequency of the traverse phase
smaller than the ones from leaving phase. For all the DMU trains the Leaving phase
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frequencies are almost the same. However, for the Enterprise service trains and also the
single locomotives the leaving phase frequencies are lower. It can be concluded that the
difference between the frequencies in the Leaving and Traverse phase are close to each
other and within the bandwidth of measurement accuracy.
For the second bending frequency, the Leaving phase frequencies for different types of the
trains are almost the same except for the DMU trains with 3 carriages. The length of this
type of the train is less than the bridge length. This may be the reason to have the smaller
frequency in the Leaving phase for these trains.
The obtained frequencies for the third bending frequency of the bridge are not as consistent
as the other two modes. A possible reason could be the sleeper frequency. The average
speed of trains is about 10 m/s and the sleeper distance is 0.6 m so the sleeper frequency is
roughly about 16 Hz. This is quite close to the third bending frequency of the bridge which
may affect the results.
Another condition that can affect the bridge frequencies is the speed of the train. However
for the current case study, the velocity of trains are much lower than the critical speed and it
is unlikely to affect the bridge frequencies. It can be seen in Figure 62 that there is no
correlation between the bridge frequency and the train speed. The data points appear to lie
on horizontal lines, which is due to the frequency resolution of the measurements.

Figure 62. The bridge frequency against the train velocity
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The air temperature has been measured on site at the train passing times. Figure 63 shows
the temperature against the first bending frequency of the bridge. These results are for onemonth monitoring data and there is no large temperature difference. No correlation can be
established.

Figure 63- The environment temperature against the bridge frequency

7.4 Conclusion
The combination of the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) technique and the discrete
fast Fourier spectral analysis has been applied to the field measurements of the Boyne
Viaduct bridge. EMD is a powerful method for non-stationary and non-linear data analysis
and frequency extraction. The bridge frequencies have been obtained from the leaving
phase and the Traverse phase. The influences of operational conditions such as the speed
of trains, length of trains and the mass of trains have been obtained. The results revealed
that for the current data set, no effect of operational and environmental conditions on the
natural frequencies of the bridge is found. However, to consider the environmental condition
the seasonal effect should be included as well, covering a longer period of measurement.
The proposed method shows promising results for condition monitoring and damage
detection for bridges. Further research will be directed towards modelling the effect of
damage. This relies primarily on models, as actual damage in the bridge is not present.
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8 Soil-Structure Interaction
8.1 Focus of Task
As discussed in the project description for DESTination Rail, the focus of Task 2.3(b) is on
the complex issue of modelling soil structure interaction. One of the easiest ways to achieve
this type of analysis is to model the behaviour of pile foundation elements using the Winkler
model whereby the foundation structure and the surrounding soil are modelled as a beam
supported by mutually independent and closely spaced springs. This is a computationally
efficient way to couple the pile and soil and can provide reasonably accurate estimates of
displacements. In the case of large-strain dynamic loading as would be imparted on the
structure due to heavy freight loads or as a consequence of loss of support (during scour),
this model fails to account for the cyclic nature of the loading and the resulting changes in
the soil properties that occur, as well as the energy dissipation in the system. In the
DESTination Rail project it is intended to develop a model that is capable of being calibrated
using site-specific data. Data from a demonstration project at the Boyne Valley bridge on the
Irish Rail Network was originally intended to be used to calibrate the method. This has
turned out not to be possible, as the bridge in question is actually founded on rock, thus
there is no soil-structure interaction specifically. Therefore, the method has been developed
as a stand-alone module, and is discussed in this chapter.

8.2 Winkler Model
Soil-structure interaction is most conveniently modelled using Winkler springs (Winkler,
1867) whereby the soil reaction in a given direction (horizontal or vertical) is categorised by
discrete, mutually independent and closely spaced 1-D spring elements attached to a beam,
to represent a pile structure. The spring stiffness varies with strain in a nonlinear manner
depending on the type of model adopted. The method for deriving spring stiffness
coefficients for this project is from the American Petroleum Institute (API, 2007, 2005) design
code, which specifies nonlinear relations for spring stiffness with strain. Through appropriate
implementation of correlations to site data, site specific layering can be incorporated using
this type of model.

8.2.1

Mathematical Formulation

The structural elements for a pile are modelled using 6-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) EulerBernoulli frame elements, see (Kwon and Bang, 2000), the consistent mass Mb and stiffness
Kb formulations for the elements are shown in equations 29 and 30. These matrices are
symmetrical about the diagonal running top left to bottom right.
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(29)

(30)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the pile material (N m-2); I is the moment of inertia (m4); A
is the cross-sectional area (m2); L is the length of the element (m); ρ is the density of the
material (kg m-3). Each frame element has two nodes, each with an axial, transverse and
rotational degree of freedom.
The soil stiffness (at a given strain level) is modelled using 1-D spring elements, the
elemental stiffness matrix as shown in equation 31.

 1  1
k spring  k s 

 1 1 

(31)

where ks is the stiffness coefficient of a given spring (N m-1). The various frame and spring
elements are assembled together to create global mass and stiffness matrices to
mathematically model the structural system (pile), using the procedure outlined in (Kwon and
Bang, 2000). Figure 64 shows a schematic of a pile-soil interaction model. Figure 64(a)
shows an embedded pile schematic and Figure 64(b) shows the numerical p-y model
schematic (see section 8.2.2) with example dynamic load input and output acceleration. The
inset shows the schematic of a 4-DOF Euler-Bernoulli beam element nodal translations and
rotations, the remaining two DOFs are in the axial directions.
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Figure 64. Pile schematic for example pile (a) Physical schematic of system, (b)
Numerical schematic

8.2.2

American Petroleum Institute (API) Nonlinear Springs

The lateral (horizontal) soil response is characterised by a set of soil reaction – lateral
displacement (p-y) curves, see Figure 64(b). The hyperbolic p-y formulation for sand as
specified in the API design code (API, 2007) is shown in equation 32.

 kx
p  Apu tanh
 Apu


y 


(32)

where pu is the ultimate resistance at depth ‘x’ below the ground surface (kN m -1), k is the
constant coefficient of subgrade reaction (kN m-3), A is an empirical factor accounting for
static or cyclic external loading, y is the lateral deflection (m). Numeric values for k are
specified in the API design code (API, 2007). k depends on the soil density (or friction angle)
and varies for saturated and unsaturated conditions.
Equation 32 describes the nonlinear soil response over a large displacement (strain) range.
The initial stiffness kinit of the p-y curve can be obtained by differentiating equation 32 with
respect to ‘y’, the lateral displacement as shown in equation 33.
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k init

kx
Apu
dp

y  0  Ap u
dy
 kxy
cosh 2 
 Apu





y 0

 kx

(33)

The depth-dependant modulus term (kinit) in equation 33, measured in units of kN m-2 can be
converted to discrete spring stiffness moduli kL,i (kN m-1) by multiplying by the spacing
between springs at each spring depth, see equation 34.

k L,i  k init x N  x N 1 

(34)

8.3 Nonlinear Dynamic Modelling
The soil-structure interaction response is categorised by the nonlinear relation shown
previously in equation 32. For nonlinear dynamic modelling, the equation shown in equation
35 is solved using a nonlinear dynamic solver.

Mx Cx  FS t  t   FS t   F

(35)

Where [M] is the mass matrix, [C] is the damping matrix, Fs is the restoring force matrix and
F is the external forcing function. x and x  are vectors of the acceleration and velocity of
the system respectively. The nonlinear dynamics is solved using the nonlinear Newmark-β
Integration Solver, discussed in the following section 8.3.1. Figure 65 shows a simplified
schematic of the iterative nonlinear solver.
The displacement at a future time step is solved assuming a stiffness at the present time
step. In effect, the tangent stiffness kT at the beginning of a given time increment is used to
approximate the actual ‘acting’ secant stiffness ks between the time steps, as it is not
possible to know the secant stiffness a priori.
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Figure 65. Nonlinear Load-Displacement Schematic

8.3.1

Newmark-β Formulation

The iterative procedure to solve equation 35 is outlined herein. The acceleration at time
t  t is given by equation 36.

xt  t 

4
x  xt  tx t   xt
t 2 t  t

(36)

To express equation 36 incrementally, assume xt  t  xt  x and xt  t  xt  x .
equation 36 can be re-written as equation 37.

x 

4
t 2


t 2 x 






x


t
x


t
t
2



(37)

Similarly, the velocity at time t  t is given by equation 38.

x t t  x t  t xt  xt t 

(38)

2

To obtain equation 38 in incremental form, substitute x t  t  x t  x  and x  can be
expressed in equation 39.
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x  

2x
 2x t
t

(39)

Substituting equation 37 and equation 39 into equation 34, and some arranging, yields
equation 40.

M 4x t  2xt   2Cx t   4M2  2C  K T x  F
t
 t

 t 





(40)

equation 40 can be written as equation 41.

Kˆ  x  Fˆ 

(41)

T

 



Where K̂ T and  F̂ are the effective tangent stiffness and effective incremental force

 



matrices respectively. K̂ T is given by equation 42 and  F̂ by equation 43, respectively.

Kˆ 

T



4M  2C

 K T
t 2 t

 4x t

 Fˆ  F M 
 2xt   2Cx t
 t




(42)

(43)

Incremental displacement can be calculated from equation 41. The incremental velocity and
acceleration can thus be obtained by substituting the incremental displacement into equation
39 and equation 37 respectively. By adding the incremental acceleration, velocity and
displacement to the values at time t, enables calculation of the kinematics at t  t .

8.3.2

Backbone Curve and Stress-Reversal

The initial (global structural) load-displacement curve is obtained by enabling each spring
follow the respective p-y curve for each spring (equation 32). Figure 66 shows an example of
the p-y curves adopted to model a pile with an embedded depth of 5m, with p-y springs
spaced at 0.5m depth increments.
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Figure 66. p-y curves for pile with depth of embedment of five metres

The p-y curves shown in Figure 66 represent the stress path that the soil follows for the
initial virgin loading. Upon stress reversal, in order to model the energy dissipation from the
system, a hysteresis-based unload-reload response is incorporated into each p-y spring. The
initial load-displacement follows equation 32 with a tangent stiffness at each point as defined
by equation 33. Upon load reversal, defined as a change in the sign of the velocity at each
spring location, the unload curve follows the rule defined in equation 44, based on Extended
Masing’s rules (Muravskii, 2009).

 kx  y  yrev  
punload  prev  2 Apu tanh

 
Ap
2


 u

(44)

where prev is the soil reaction at the point of load reversal and yrev is the displacement at
which load reversal takes place. The unload curve follows the path defined by equation 44,
with the tangent stiffness at each point defined as in equation 45

dp

dy

kx

(45)

 kx  y  yrev  
cosh 2 

 
Ap
2


 u

Each reload cycle thereafter follows the same rules with subsequent points (yrev,prev). An
example of the hysteresis loop for a given p-y spring is shown in Figure 67. The initial virgin
loading curve is shown in blue. The first stress reversal point occurs at (yrev1,prev1), whereby
the curve follows the path in red until the next stress reversal point at (yrev2,prev2). The energy
dissipation of the system (damping) is automatically accounted for as the area under the
respective curves in these models. The site specific calibration of these curves is presented
in the following section.
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Figure 67. Dynamic load-displacement model with hysteresis unload-reload
responses

8.4 Site Calibration
The load-displacement model follows the rules as outlined in the API design code (API,
2007). This model requires three primary parameters for calibration, (i) the effective stress at
a point, (ii) the relative density, Dr and (iii) the angle of internal friction of the soil layer in
question. Correlations to Cone Penetration Test (CPT) data were adopted in this project.
CPT data records the stress experienced at a point in the ground by a cone being pushed
into the soil and this information can be used to infer a range of geotechnical parameters,
including the soil strength. For this project, expressions developed by Kulhawy and Mayne
(1990) were used to derive the soil friction angle for each layer from CPT profiles, and this
was used to inform the model response features. The expression in question is shown in
equation 46.

 q    ' 
  17.6  11log c  / v 0 
  atm    atm 

0.5

(46)

Where ϕ is the friction angle ( °),  'v 0 is the effective stress (kN m-2) and  atm is the
atmospheric pressure (taken as 100 kN m-2). This expression relates the angle of internal
friction to the stress experienced by a CPT cone with normalisation to atmospheric pressure
and effective stress.
An example of a profile of the angle of internal friction as derived from a Cone Penetration
Test, tip resistance trace, and the layer-averaged design profile are shown in Figure 68. Use
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of layer-averaging allows for the incorporation of disparate layers into the model. The angle
of internal friction governs the ultimate soil strength in the API approach.

Figure 68. Angle of internal friction as derived from CPT data and layer-averaged
design profile
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9 Summary and Conclusions
This deliverable details the advanced assessment of bridges carried out as part of the
DESTination Rail project. SHM has been incorporated into a probabilistic assessment
formulation of the Boyne Viaduct for both ULS and FLS. The data has also been used to
assess the effect of dynamic amplification of live loading. The effect of deterioration and
alternative rehabilitation techniques has also been considered for this landmark structure.
A novel damage detection methodology has been developed and exemplified. The results
revealed that for the current data set, no effect of operational and environmental conditions
on the natural frequencies of the bridge is found. However, to consider the environmental
condition the seasonal effect should be included as well, covering a longer period of
measurement. Further research will be directed towards modelling the effect of damage.
This relies primarily on models, as actual damage in the bridge is not present.
Finally, an advanced soil-structure interaction methodology was developed and described
which considers the cyclic nature of the loading and the resulting changes in the soil
properties that occur, as well as the energy dissipation in the system. This was calibrated
with CPT data.
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Appendix A: Deterministic Assessment 1 Results
This Appendix contains the results of the deterministic assessment which was carried out on
the Boyne Viaduct in accordance with BD21/01 prior to model calibration, as described in
Section 3.2.1 of this report. The assessment was carried out for each element on the
structure. Where there was more than one of the same element, the most severe case is
reported. The element names and nodal notation is shown in the figure below.

In the context of the tables of results, the column entitled T/C indicates whether the element
in question was a tension (T) or compression (C) member. In general, tension members
were checked for axial tension, yielding and combined tension and bending, while
compression members were checked for axial compression, yielding and combined
compression and bending. Deck elements were also checked for shear failure.
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Member

T/C

Cross
Girders

T

Rail
bearers
(Ends)

T

Rail
bearers
(Centre)

T

Bottom
Boom (AB)

T

Bottom
Boom (EF)

Top Boom
(A1B1)

Vertical
(A1A)

Vertical
(D1D)

Diagonal
(A1B)

Transverse
Bracing

T

C

C

C

T

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Results
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Fails by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

95.29%
20.98%
30.40%
27.02%
83.15%
19.85%
35.48%
18.34%
48.50%
-5.50%
25.01%
57.96%
95.38%
60.76%
56.99%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

72.34%
65.36%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

144.80%
42.96%
42.15%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

178.51%
30.30%
28.68%

Axial Compression
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

323.87%
29.67%

Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by

19.78%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

26.22%
3.15%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

84.38%
80.57%
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Member
Bottom
Boom (BC)

Bottom
Boom (CD)

Bottom
Boom (DE)

Top Boom
(B1C1)

Top Boom
(C1D1)

Top Boom
(D1E1)

Top Boom
(E1F1)

Vertical
(B1B)

Vertical
(C1C)

Diagonal
(B1C)

T/C
T

T

T

C

C

C

C

C

C

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding

Results
Ok by
Ok by

74.79%
56.15%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

72.70%
58.07%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

71.22%
62.87%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

88.16%
40.39%
39.32%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

49.20%
20.69%
19.35%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

94.19%
40.60%
39.57%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

84.12%
39.97%
38.88%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

545.48%
14.56%
13.48%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

128.32%
34.22%
32.47%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

48.99%
22.26%
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Member
Diagonal
(C1D)

Diagonal
(D1E)

vertical
(E1E)

X Diagonal
(E1D)

Vertical
(F1F)

Bracing
Second
straight
Top
Bracing
Cross

Transverse
cross

Transverse
straight
Rail
bearers
(Centre
connection)

T/C
T

T

T

C

T

T

C

T

C

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding

Results
Ok by
Ok by

38.24%
16.20%

Axial Tension

Ok by

68.30%

Yielding

Ok by

50.69%

Axial Tension

Ok by

75.08%

Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Ok by
Ok by

40.47%
90.32%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

168.83%
105.46%
46.49%

Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

76.94%
43.50%
89.62%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

94.98%
91.97%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

20.01%
163.27%
16.19%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

89.08%
85.05%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

947.98%
562.84%
84.91%

Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by

47.59%
15.74%
55.76%
57.96%
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Appendix B: Deterministic Assessment 2 Results
This appendix contains the results of performing the deterministic assessment with an FE
model calibrated from measurement. The format is the same as Appendix A.
Member

T/C

Cross
Girders

T

Rail
bearers
(Ends)

T

Rail
bearers
(Centre)

T

Bottom
Boom (AB)

T

Bottom
Boom (EF)

Top Boom
(A1B1)

Vertical
(A1A)

Vertical
(D1D)

Diagonal
(A1B)

Transverse
Bracing

T

C

C

C

T

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear
Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending
Shear
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear
Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Results
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by
Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

51.23%
41.66%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

144.82%
42.42%
41.61%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

177.23%
29.49%
27.87%

Axial Compression
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

297.11%
112.47%

Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by

48.35%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

25.94%
7.69%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

82.28%
77.97%

89.71%
30.79%
51.37%
23.90%
617.17%
126.54%
48.05%
59.08%
81.32%
27.95%
51.82%
73.37%
98.89%
75.85%
72.76%
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Member
Bottom
Boom (BC)

Bottom
Boom (CD)

Bottom
Boom (DE)

Top Boom
(B1C1)

Top Boom
(C1D1)

Top Boom
(D1E1)

Top Boom
(E1F1)

Vertical
(B1B)

Vertical
(C1C)

Diagonal
(B1C)

T/C
T

T

T

C

C

C

C

C

C

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding

Results
Ok by
Ok by

73.64%
59.48%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

49.17%
33.66%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

48.66%
38.22%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

85.58%
39.26%
38.18%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

46.16%
20.76%
19.39%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

89.52%
38.12%
37.06%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

80.32%
38.72%
37.61%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

110.95%
28.82%
25.50%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

112.67%
25.49%
23.61%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

47.51%
26.65%
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Member
Diagonal
(C1D)

Diagonal
(D1E)

vertical
(E1E)

X Diagonal
(E1D)

Vertical
(F1F)

Bracing
Second
straight
Top
Bracing
Cross

Transverse
cross

Transverse
straight
Rail
bearers
(Centre
connection)

T/C
T

T

T

C

T

T

C

T

C

T

Check
Axial Tension
Yielding

Results
Ok by
Ok by

43.05%
33.82%

Axial Tension

Ok by

66.44%

Yielding

Ok by

59.59%

Axial Tension

Ok by

78.36%

Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Ok by

70.06%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by

66.33%
43.13%

Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending

Ok by
Ok by

79.06%
70.73%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

95.52%
92.64%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by

37.45%
167.07%
21.35%

Axial Tension
Yielding

Ok by
Ok by

89.01%
78.08%

Axial Compression
Yielding
Combined Compression and Bending

Ok by
Ok by

96.10%
81.48%

Axial Tension
Yielding
Combined Tension and Bending
Shear

Ok by
Ok by
Ok by
OK by

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
73.48%
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Appendix C: ABAQUS FE model of the Boyne Viaduct
To validate the success of the bridge frequencies extraction steps through the Leaving
Phase and Traverse Phase, a finite element model of the bridge has been made in
ABAQUS. The model contains beam elements and shell elements. All the elements with the
exception of the rails and sleepers are assigned the material properties of S235 steel. The
rail are kinematically coupled to the rail bearers. Also, the deck (shell elements) is
kinematically coupled to the truss beam and the cross beam. A point spring connection is
used as a boundary condition for the superstructure to mimic the behavior of the elastomeric
bearing under the bridge.
A frequency Analysis (Linear perturbation) was performed on the FE model and the first two
frequencies and mode shapes are shown in Figure 22 and 23.

Figure C1. First bending mode shape, corresponding to the frequency 3.28Hz

Figure C2. Second bending mode shape, corresponding to the frequency 9.3Hz
Bending Mode No.
1
2

Frequency (Hz)
3.28
9.30
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Appendix D: Mathematical model of the Boyne Viaduct
A three dimensional truss model has been developed analytically by Bowe (2009). The first 5
bending natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes have been obtained as the
following:

Mode
1
2
3
4
5

Frequency [Hz]
3.12
8.72
13.86
18.28
24.99

Figure D1. First 5 modes shapes in the vertical direction for the three-dimensional
truss
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